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(1) 

STATUS OF THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT 
IMPLEMENTATION 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2013 

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, 

Washington, DC. 
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:04 a.m., in Room 

1100, Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Dave Camp 
[Chairman of the Committee] presiding. 

[The advisory of the hearing follows:] 
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HEARING ADVISORY 
FROM THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS 

Chairman Camp Announces Hearing on the 
Status of the Affordable Care Act Implementation 

1100 Longworth House Office Building at 10:00 AM 
Washington, October 22, 2013 

House Committee on Ways and Means Chairman Dave Camp (R–MI) today an-
nounced that the Committee will hold a hearing on the problems Americans are ex-
periencing with the Obama Administration’s launch of the Affordable Care Act 
(ACA). The Committee will hear testimony from Marilyn Tavenner, Administrator 
of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) at the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services (HHS). CMS is the Federal agency that oversees the 
operation of the Exchanges through the Center for Consumer Information and In-
surance Oversight (CCIIO). The hearing will take place on Tuesday, October 
29, 2013, in 1100 Longworth House Office Building, beginning at 10:00 A.M. 

In view of the limited time available to hear from the witnesses, oral testimony 
at this hearing will be from the invited witness only. However, any individual or 
organization not scheduled for an appearance may submit a written statement for 
consideration by the Committee and for inclusion in the printed record of the hear-
ing. 

BACKGROUND: 

President Obama has acknowledged that the October 1 launch of the health care 
Exchanges was unacceptable. Americans have been unable to create accounts, and 
individuals continue to receive repeated error messages and inaccurate information 
from www.healthcare.gov. According to Consumer Reports, only 1 in 35 individuals 
were able to create an account on www.healthcare.gov. Recently, the Administration 
announced a ‘‘tech surge’’ of the ‘‘best and the brightest’’ to fix the problems, but 
experts have warned the ‘‘online system required such extensive repairs that it 
might not operate smoothly until after the December 15 deadline for people to sign 
up for coverage starting in January.’’ 

The Ways and Means Committee has conducted extensive oversight of the imple-
mentation of the Affordable Care Act to ensure that the Administration is imple-
menting the law as promised. Despite significant reports about the difficulties they 
were encountering in building the Exchanges, Administration witnesses dismissed 
such reports. Instead, they repeatedly assured the Committee that warnings from 
nonpartisan independent auditors were wrong, including the Government Account-
ability Office, which reported the Administration was behind schedule and at risk 
of experiencing enrollment problems. 

The significant and ongoing problems with the launch of the Exchanges further 
exacerbates the challenges facing American families. Individuals are unable to cre-
ate accounts, navigate the website and receive accurate information about cost and 
choices, while insurers are receiving inaccurate enrollment data. Despite these ongo-
ing malfunctions, millions of Americans will be forced to deal with these challenges 
as they attempt to either comply with the individual mandate to buy coverage or 
pay a tax. 

This hearing will examine the status of efforts by CMS, HHS and the Obama Ad-
ministration to identify the problems plaguing the launch of the Exchanges and the 
specific plans to fix the design flaws. The hearing will seek answers to why the Ex-
changes are not working, whether the Exchanges will be ready to fulfill all of their 
required functions and what steps are being taken to ensure that CMS and HHS 
will be able to accurately verify subsidy eligibility—prior to the distribution of pre-
mium tax credits and cost sharing subsidies. 

In announcing the hearing, Chairman Camp stated, ‘‘After spending over $600 
million, the American people want answers to some very basic questions 
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about the launch of ObamaCare. Why doesn’t the website work? Why were 
the American people told everything would be ready, when it was clear 
that was not the case? How deep are the problems and how long will it 
take to get those problems fixed? And most importantly, if people can’t 
navigate such a dysfunctional and overly complex system, is it fair for the 
IRS to impose tax penalties?’’ 

FOCUS OF THE HEARING: 

The hearing will focus on the status of the Obama Administration’s implementa-
tion of the Affordable Care Act. 

DETAILS FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS: 

Please Note: Any person(s) and/or organization(s) wishing to submit for the hear-
ing record must follow the appropriate link on the hearing page of the Committee 
website and complete the informational forms. From the Committee homepage, 
https://waysandmeans.house.gov, select ‘‘Hearings.’’ Select the hearing for which you 
would like to submit, and click on the link entitled, ‘‘Click here to provide a submis-
sion for the record.’’ Once you have followed the online instructions, submit all re-
quested information. ATTACH your submission as a Word document, in compliance 
with the formatting requirements listed below, by the close of business on Tues-
day, November 12, 2013. Finally, please note that due to the change in House 
mail policy, the U.S. Capitol Police will refuse sealed-package deliveries to all House 
Office Buildings. For questions, or if you encounter technical problems, please call 
(202) 225–1721 or (202) 225–3625. 

FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS: 

The Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official hearing 
record. As always, submissions will be included in the record according to the discre-
tion of the Committee. The Committee will not alter the content of your submission, 
but we reserve the right to format it according to our guidelines. Any submission 
provided to the Committee by a witness, any supplementary materials submitted for 
the printed record, and any written comments in response to a request for written 
comments must conform to the guidelines listed below. Any submission or supple-
mentary item not in compliance with these guidelines will not be printed, but will 
be maintained in the Committee files for review and use by the Committee. 

1. All submissions and supplementary materials must be provided in Word format and MUST 
NOT exceed a total of 10 pages, including attachments. Witnesses and submitters are advised 
that the Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official hearing record. 

2. Copies of whole documents submitted as exhibit material will not be accepted for printing. 
Instead, exhibit material should be referenced and quoted or paraphrased. All exhibit material 
not meeting these specifications will be maintained in the Committee files for review and use 
by the Committee. 

3. All submissions must include a list of all clients, persons and/or organizations on whose 
behalf the witness appears. A supplemental sheet must accompany each submission listing the 
name, company, address, telephone, and fax numbers of each witness. 

The Committee seeks to make its facilities accessible to persons with disabilities. 
If you are in need of special accommodations, please call 202–225–1721 or 202–226– 
3411 TTD/TTY in advance of the event (four business days notice is requested). 
Questions with regard to special accommodation needs in general (including avail-
ability of Committee materials in alternative formats) may be directed to the Com-
mittee as noted above. 

Note: All Committee advisories and news releases are available on the World 
Wide Web at http://www.waysandmeans.house.gov/. 
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Chairman CAMP. This hearing will come to order. 
Good morning. I would like to welcome Marilyn Tavenner, the 

Administrator at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
at the U.S. Department of Health. 

Welcome to the committee today. I look forward to your testi-
mony, and I look forward to the hearing to really get an honest, 
straightforward assessment of the status of the health care law. 

Six months ago, Health and Human Services Secretary Sebelius 
told this committee a dozen times that the administration will be 
ready on October 1. We now know the administration was not 
ready, and just last week Secretary Sebelius suggested they could 
have used 5 years to get the exchanges up and running. 

Despite having more than 3 years to get the system up and run-
ning, officials at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
who are charged with implementing the exchanges added, and I 
quote, ‘‘Due to a compressed time frame, the system wasn’t tested 
enough.’’ And, frankly, 3 years should have been enough. And had 
the administration provided more forthcoming answers and shared 
in a transparent manner the reality of the challenges it was en-
countering in the implementation process, I suspect many of these 
glitches could have been avoided. 

While the Web site can eventually be fixed, the widespread prob-
lems with Obamacare cannot. Almost daily we hear reports of 
Obamacare increasing costs, harming job creation, and forcing 
Americans off their current plan. These problems can’t be fixed 
through a technical surge or tech surge, and they are not just a 
glitch in someone’s health care coverage or job. 

Not a week goes by that I don’t hear examples from the people 
I represent in Michigan and job creators about the increasing costs 
and how Obamacare is making it harder for businesses to invest, 
grow, and hire people. Just last month, Meridian Public Schools in 
my district announced that it would be cutting the schedules of 
hourly workers to fewer than 30 hours per week as a result of 
Obamacare. And this month, the Detroit Free Press reported that 
at least 146,000 Michiganders have received cancellation notices 
for their current health plan due to Obamacare. In fact, based on 
what little information the administration has disclosed, it turns 
out that more people have received cancellation notices for their 
health care plans this month than have enrolled in the exchanges. 

The widespread acknowledgement that the health care exchanges 
were not tested months in advance as promised is cause for con-
cern, but the concerns don’t stop there. The Treasury Inspector 
General warned in August that it was not confident about the IRS’ 
ability to protect confidential taxpayer information or to prevent 
fraud, and neither am I. 

On top of that, the exchange does not give individuals the infor-
mation they need to make an informed health care decision. When 
going through the options, how are Americans able to see if they 
are even eligible to be in the exchange, if their current doctor is 
in the plan, what the real costs of their premiums will be, and how 
much their copay will be? 

No amount of Web site fixes can make right the President’s bro-
ken promises that health care costs will be lowered by $2,500 or 
that Americans will be able to keep the plan they have and like. 
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Those are worthy goals, reducing costs and maintaining coverage, 
and they are ones that we should all work together to accomplish. 

I would be remiss if I didn’t remind my colleagues that the alter-
native put forward by Republicans at the time was the only plan 
scored by the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office as actually 
reducing premiums. Democrats chose to go down another path, and 
that is where it has led us. Instead of plowing forward with this 
unworkable law, the administration should at a minimum seriously 
consider delaying the law for families and individuals, just as it 
has done for big business. If they fail to do so, I fear we could see 
a fundamental breakdown of the insurance market, where pre-
miums will skyrocket, pricing millions of Americans out of health 
care, yet still be forced to pay the individual mandate tax. 

Administrator Tavenner, we cannot solve a problem until we re-
alize the full extent of the problem. Your answers today and in the 
future will be critical to this committee’s oversight of the health 
care law and, more importantly, to our work to make sure Ameri-
cans have access to affordable health care. 

Before I recognize Ranking Member Levin for the purpose of an 
opening statement, I ask unanimous consent that all members’ 
written statements be included in the record. And without objec-
tion, so ordered. 

Chairman CAMP. I now recognize Ranking Member Levin for his 
opening statement. 

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and colleagues. 
And, Marilyn Tavenner, a warm welcome. 
We start this hearing facing a basic reality: Democrats want to 

make the Affordable Care Act work, congressional Republicans 
don’t. That reality has been reflected in 40-plus efforts by Repub-
licans to repeal, dismantle, or defund the Affordable Care Act. That 
reality was reflected in their zeal shutting down the government 
and jeopardizing the full faith and credit of our Nation, damaging 
our Nation’s global standing and leading to enduring harm, costing 
our economy $24 billion, tens of thousands of jobs, a dramatic drop 
in consumer confidence. 

Now, having still failed to derail the ACA, the Republican focus 
of attack has shifted. The new front relates to HealthCare.gov. 
There very clearly are challenges to implementing new, pioneering 
access to health care. Consider these headlines. You can see them 
there. For example, ‘‘Problems Plague Rollout,’’ NPR reported. 
‘‘Plagued by Delays and Confusion Over Coverage,’’ said the San 
Francisco Chronicle. 

These headlines are from 2005 as Medicare Part D was launched. 
That year, in dramatic contrast to the Republican conduct to date, 
Democrats who had opposed that law worked to make it a success, 
working with Republicans on a bipartisan basis, Republicans who 
had passed that law to address many problems, and most impor-
tantly, we worked with our constituents to ensure they could sign 
up. 

The reality is that the Affordable Care Act, which Republicans 
are failing to work on with Democrats, is working quite effectively 
in States running the marketplaces. You can see from that slide. 

[Slide] 
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Mr. LEVIN. In Kentucky, more than 26,000 people have enrolled 
for coverage. In New York, more than 37,000 have signed up. And 
in Washington State, more than 35,000 people had enrolled as of 
a week ago. And the irony is that Republicans have erected hurdles 
to States throughout the Nation taking responsibility for imple-
menting the law. 

The Web site for the Federal insurance marketplace must be 
fixed, and it is being fixed. This gentleman from Salt Lake City, 
Mr. Sherburne, is among those who have enrolled. A self-employed 
father of three, he has been uninsured for years, paying cash for 
doctor visits and the occasional trip to the emergency room, he told 
his local newspaper. Once he got into the marketplace Web site, he 
compared 38 plans and got coverage for his family for $123 a 
month. And I quote, ‘‘Once they get the bugs worked out, it will 
work well and bring peace of mind to a lot of people,’’ end of quotes. 
And he added, ‘‘I am thrilled to have coverage, period.’’ 

Prior to this year, what awaited Mr. Sherburne and tens of mil-
lions of other Americans who don’t get health insurance through 
their employer, but rather had to sign up on their own, was a maze 
of invasive personal medical history questions within applications 
that seemed to never end. When individuals did get through the 
process, too often a preexisting condition, no matter how minor, 
was used to deny coverage, to charge exorbitantly high premiums, 
or to exclude needed benefits. Thankfully, these days are behind 
us. They are behind us. 

This hearing provides a chance for every Member of this com-
mittee to proceed in a constructive, not a destructive manner, and 
for the Administrator to lay out how the Web site is being fixed, 
as it must be, and for everyone on this committee to join in this 
effort to make available, not to prevent access to quality, affordable 
coverage for every American. I yield back. 

Chairman CAMP. Thank you. 
Today we will hear from the Administrator for the Centers for 

Medicare and Medicaid Services at the U.S. Department of Health, 
Marilyn Tavenner. 

Your written statement will be made part of the record and 
members have received it, but you will be recognized for your oral 
testimony for 5 minutes. Welcome. 

STATEMENT OF MS. MARILYN TAVENNER, ADMINISTRATOR, 
CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES, U.S. DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

Ms. TAVENNER. Thank you, Chairman Camp, Ranking Member 
Levin, and Members of the Committee. 

On October 1st, we launched one of the key provisions of the Af-
fordable Care Act, the new marketplace, where people without 
health insurance, including those who could not afford it and those 
who were not part of a group plan, could go to get affordable cov-
erage. 

We know that consumers are having difficulty enrolling via the 
marketplace Web site. It is important to note that the Affordable 
Care Act, however, is more than just a Web site. It creates a new 
market which allows people to access quality affordable health 
care, it allows them to have insurance options, it creates a pooling 
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of consumers into Statewide group plans that can spread the risk 
between sick people and healthy people, between young and old, 
and then bargains on their behalf to get them the best deal on 
health insurance. By creating competition where there wasn’t com-
petition before, insurers are now eager for new business and they 
have created new health care plans with more choices. The pre-
miums for coverage were lower than expected and millions of 
Americans will also qualify for tax credits to make the coverage 
even more affordable. 

We know that consumers are eager to purchase this coverage, 
and to the millions of Americans who have attempted to use 
HealthCare.gov to shop and enroll in health care coverage, I want 
to apologize to you that the Web site has not worked as well as it 
should. We know how desperately you need affordable coverage. I 
want to assure you that HealthCare.gov can and will be fixed, and 
we are working around the clock to deliver the shopping experience 
that you deserve. We are seeing improvements each week and, as 
we have said publicly, by the end of the November the experience 
on the site will be smooth for the vast majority of users. 

Over the past month, millions have visited HealthCare.gov to 
take a look at new health care coverage under the Affordable Care 
Act, and in that time nearly 700,000 applications for coverage have 
been submitted across the Nation. More than half of those are in 
the Federal marketplace alone. This tremendous interest confirms 
that American people are looking for quality affordable health care 
coverage. 

We know that the consumer experience has been frustrating for 
many Americans. Some have had trouble creating accounts and log-
ging into the site, while others have received confusing error mes-
sages or had to wait for slow response times. This initial experience 
has not lived up to our expectations or the expectations of the 
American people, and it is not acceptable. 

We are committed to improving performance and have already 
made progress. In the first few days when the site went live, few 
customers could create an account. Now over 90 percent can. We 
have updated the site several times, fixing bugs and improving the 
HealthCare.gov experience, and we have added more capacity in 
order to meet demand. 

We are pleased with these quick improvements, and parts of the 
system are already working well. For example, the data hub, the 
routing tool that provides an efficient and secure way to verify in-
formation submitted by consumers, is sending determinations to 
the marketplace in less than 1.2 seconds. Social Security has re-
ported 4.2 million transactions with the hub and the IRS has re-
sponded to more than 1.3 million requests. 

Even with this success, we know there is still significant work 
to do, and we have called in a team of experts, led by Jeff Zients, 
to analyze the site, identify and prioritize fixes. We have spent the 
last week going over that. And while these problems will require 
a lot of hard work, the bottom line conclusion is this 
HealthCare.gov site is fixable. 

To get the job done, we have identified a clear path forward, a 
lot of fixes that will be undertaken one by one. To ensure the work 
is done as quickly and as efficiently as possible, we have enlisted 
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the help of QSSI to serve as general contractor for this project. 
They are familiar with the complexity of the system and the work 
they have provided for HealthCare.gov, the Federal data hub, is 
working well and performing as it should. QSSI has the skills and 
expertise to help us address these problems. They will work with 
leadership and contractors to prioritize the needed fixes and make 
sure they get done. 

We are committed to improving the consumer experience with 
HealthCare.gov. While we continue this work, I encourage people 
to continue to apply by phone, by mail, or by finding local help in 
their community. 

The fact is the product of the Affordable Care Act, a marketplace 
for quality affordable health insurance, will work. The product is 
not going away and the people are not going to continue to wait. 
We know the price is not changing. We know Americans have time 
to apply and enroll in affordable coverage. 

Thank you, Chairman Camp. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Tavenner follows:] 
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Chairman CAMP. Well, thank you. 
Administrator Tavenner, how many people have enrolled in the 

exchanges? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Chairman Camp, that number will not be 

available till mid-November. We have over 700,000 who have com-
pleted applications. 

Chairman CAMP. So you know the applicants, but do you know 
the enrollees? Do you have an idea of how many of those applicants 
became enrollees? Because that is really the number that matters. 

Ms. TAVENNER. We will not have that till mid-November. We 
have people who are shopping now. We expect the initial number 
to be small, and I think you have seen that in our projections, and 
that was the Massachusetts experience as well. 

Chairman CAMP. I have to tell you, the numbers I am hearing 
from insurers in my home State of Michigan are not good, of enroll-
ees, it’s a very small number. In fact, I think I could have a meet-
ing in my office, and have all of them fit in, of the people who have 
successfully enrolled in the plans. I understand that CMS’ stated 
goal is 7 million enrollees by the end of March. Is that correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is correct. 
Chairman CAMP. And I think critically important, of that 7 mil-

lion, 2.3 million of those need to be young and healthy. I think 
those are your metrics. Is that correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I don’t have that metric with me, but I will 
check on it. 

Chairman CAMP. Okay. I believe those are numbers that CMS 
has put out. 

The Associated Press reported in early September that there was 
a memo prepared by the Assistant Secretary for Planning and 
Health. Are you aware of that press story and that memo? I think 
it went through your office to Secretary Sebelius. 

Ms. TAVENNER. That went through the enrollment numbers? 
Chairman CAMP. Yes. And it said that there were month-to- 

month predictions of enrollment numbers showing a path to the 7 
million that I mentioned. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Right. 
Chairman CAMP. Could you make that memo available to the 

committee? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Certainly. 
Chairman CAMP. According to the press report, the memo esti-

mated that 494,620 people would sign up for health insurance 
under the program by October 31st. Now, we are obviously very 
near that date. Have you met that estimate? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I will not have those numbers available till 
mid-November. 

Chairman CAMP. So do you not know? Do you not have any idea 
of how many people have enrolled or are you—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. Folks are still in the process of enrolling both 
in the State-based exchanges and in the Federal exchange, and we 
will have those numbers available in mid-November. 

Chairman CAMP. Are you getting those numbers? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Am I getting those numbers? Not yet. Not from 

the States. 
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Chairman CAMP. You have no numbers on who is enrolled? So 
you have no idea? 

Ms. TAVENNER. We will have those numbers available in mid- 
November. 

Chairman CAMP. So no one is forwarding even weekly updates 
on how the system is working? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think we have seen some of the press, and 
I think that was on the graph earlier, about what States have list-
ed. We will get those numbers in mid-November. 

Chairman CAMP. I understand you are not publicly releasing 
those numbers, but I am asking do you have any idea of on a week-
ly basis how many people enroll? I mean, how do you not know how 
many people have enrolled? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Chairman Camp, we will have those numbers 
available in mid-November. 

Chairman CAMP. But is your staff updating you on those? Are 
you getting those on a periodic basis? I realize you are not pre-
pared to give this to the committee, even though this is a govern-
ment program and we are trying to do oversight here and we are 
trying to understand what the problems are, but do you have some 
idea of what those problems might be in terms of the numbers? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I am not quite sure what you are asking me. 
Chairman CAMP. Well, you have said that 700,000 people have 

completed the application process, so clearly you are getting some 
information. Do you have any idea of how many of those can move 
to the next step of enrolling, looking at plans, how many are eligi-
ble, how many have decided to enroll? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Once individuals complete the application, 
then they go into the shopping experience, where they can look at 
plans. We do get numbers on the number of applications, and then 
we need to break those out. And that is why I have said, this is 
part of the rollout that we will give in mid-November for the Octo-
ber data. 

Chairman CAMP. Okay. So you do have the applications, which 
is the 700,000 number—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. 
Chairman CAMP [continuing]. But you don’t have how many 

people successfully enrolled. 
Ms. TAVENNER. I am saying people are still in the process of 

enrolling. 
Chairman CAMP. Of those 700,000, do you know how many of 

those are eligible for Medicaid at this point? 
Ms. TAVENNER. We have some information on who is eligible 

for Medicaid, and then obviously States have their own information 
about that, and it depends on whether a State has expanded or not 
and what is going on inside. It is very State specific. 

Chairman CAMP. Can you share with the committee the infor-
mation you have about those that have enrolled that are eligible 
for Medicaid? 

Ms. TAVENNER. We will also have that information available in 
mid-November as well. 

Chairman CAMP. Because that would mean of those 700,000, a 
significant portion would not be in the exchange if they are quali-
fying for Medicaid. Isn’t that correct? 
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Ms. TAVENNER. We will have that information available to you 
in mid-November. 

Chairman CAMP. Yeah, but the law is that if they are eligible 
for Medicaid they are not enrolling in the exchange. That is my 
question. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Correct. 
Chairman CAMP. So there could be a significant portion of that 

700,000 that would not be enrolling in an exchange. Is that correct? 
Ms. TAVENNER. There could be numbers in there that will be 

eligible for Medicaid, that is correct. 
Chairman CAMP. Do you know how many of the 700,000 have 

qualified employer-sponsored insurance and therefore will not be 
eligible for the exchange? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Those individuals who have employer-spon-
sored insurance, usually at the end of the application they are 
asked that, and if that is the case, they usually don’t proceed. 

Chairman CAMP. Do you know how many of those 700,000 are 
young adults, say, under the age of 26 who might choose to stay 
on their parents’ plan if it is cheaper? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I do not. 
Chairman CAMP. And do you know how many are undocu-

mented aliens and who may not be eligible to enroll in the ex-
change? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So as you are aware, we actually have a con-
nection through the data hub to check for that, and if they are not 
eligible, they do not complete the application and they do not go 
on to shop. 

Chairman CAMP. But of these 700,000, do you have any idea 
how many are just looking and how many are trying to enroll? 

Ms. TAVENNER. We actually look at the people who are shop-
ping, and obviously the majority of the people who are completing 
applications are there to actually purchase insurance, and so they 
continue to go through the shopping experience. 

Chairman CAMP. Well, there are media reports that say as 
many as 80 percent of that 700,000 number are actually eligible for 
Medicaid. Is that a number you would dispute? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I don’t know where that media report is or how 
they would get that information. 

Chairman CAMP. Well, if that is true, I mean, that is the only 
information we are getting, frankly, today. I, frankly, would have 
hoped for a little bit more from you. But if that is true, then less 
than 140,000 of these applicants are potentially enrollees in the ex-
change, and that is assuming they don’t have employer-provided 
coverage, that is assuming they can’t stay on their parents’ plan or 
are otherwise ineligible in some other way. But that means you are 
likely to hit less than one-quarter of this October estimate of 
494,620. How many people did you estimate would enroll between 
November 15th and December 15th, which we are 2 weeks off from 
that period? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I don’t have that in front of me. I will be happy 
to get you that information. 

Chairman CAMP. If you could get that to the committee, I would 
certainly appreciate that. 
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But I think given that the back end systems aren’t working and 
insurers have resorted to manually enrolling people one by one, I 
just think the system literally doesn’t have the human resource ca-
pacity to manually enroll the numbers that are being projected 
here. 

I assume that many people who are holding off are the young 
and healthy, so the risk pools in these exchanges are not going to 
align with the projections. So I think not only are we going to miss 
the 7 million enrollee target, it appears that we are going to miss 
the demographic makeup as well, and that is going to be very im-
portant to have a functioning system. If the demographics are 
wrong and there aren’t as many young people enrolling, what hap-
pens then, what happens to premiums? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think the premiums are locked down for 
2014, so obviously the next 6 months of enrollment are critical. And 
I will remind you that enrollment does occur till March 31st of 
2014. I will also remind you that the Massachusetts experience was 
very slow initially and that it started to ramp up over time. We ex-
pect the same type of projections. 

Chairman CAMP. But it doesn’t look like you are even meeting 
your own projections that you had prepared. 

Ms. TAVENNER. I have not listed any information on enroll-
ment. I think there are some assumptions you are making. 

Chairman CAMP. Well, I am just referring to this Associated 
Press memo that I appreciate you are willing to give to the com-
mittee that said that half a million people would sign up by Octo-
ber 31st and that they would enroll. But if we don’t meet this de-
mographic of 2.3 million young people, I mean, it is very clear that 
premiums will go through the roof, whether in the next few months 
or in the future. And if that is where we are headed, and it appears 
that we are, how will you provide relief to individual Americans 
who don’t want or can’t afford this insurance, and how do we pre-
vent the premium spike in 2015 as insurers will readjust their 
prices to reflect the actual enrollee demographic? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Currently, if you look at the premiums for 
2014, we did not see premium spikes, we actually saw a very com-
petitive marketplace. In fact, we have over 200 issuers just in the 
Federal exchange alone who have offered more than 3,000 plans at 
very competitive prices. So markets have as many as 54 plans in 
a market. We have also seen 25 percent new issuers in markets. 
So far what we have seen is the absolute opposite of what you are 
suggesting. 

Chairman CAMP. Have you enrolled in the plan? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I have employer-sponsored insurance. I would 

not be eligible for the plan. 
Chairman CAMP. From the Federal Government? Is that what 

you mean? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. 
Chairman CAMP. So you are not participating in Obamacare? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I am participating in employer-sponsored in-

surance, which 85 percent of the country does. 
Chairman CAMP. So you have government insurance. Have you 

gone on the site and tried to enroll or tried to shop for plans? 
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Ms. TAVENNER. I haven’t gone on to shop for the plans. I went 
on, actually signed up for an account just to see what it looked like 
and go through the application process, but did not sign up for cov-
erage. I am not eligible for coverage, nor did I shop. 

Chairman CAMP. I just want to mention to you a letter that I 
received from my district. And this man wrote me and said, ‘‘My 
wife has been recently informed by her insurance carrier that her 
health care policy does not comply with the Affordable Care Act. 
Now we must purchase a new policy to get the same coverage at 
an 18 percent increase in our premium.’’ So what happened to the 
if you like your insurance you can keep it question? What would 
you say to that individual? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Well, I would take them back to pre-Affordable 
Care Act days where in fact if you were in the individual market, 
you were living at a 50 percent churn. Half the people in the indi-
vidual market prior to 2010 didn’t stay on their policies. They were 
either kicked off for a preexisting condition, they saw their pre-
miums go up at least 20 percent a year, and there were no protec-
tions for them. And sometimes they were in plans that they 
thought were fine until they actually needed hospitalization; then 
they found out it didn’t cover hospitalization or it didn’t cover can-
cer. 

So I would take them back to the fact that since 1986, health 
care costs and coverage have been the number one issue for small 
businesses for the last 20 or 30 years and we have been talking 
about it for the last 20 or 30 years. That is actually why I came 
into this job, is to try to deal with this issue. 

So now what I would say is this: Now if, in fact, the issuer has 
decided to change the plan, didn’t have to, plans were grand-
fathered in, in 2010. If they didn’t make significant changes in cost 
sharing and this sort of thing, they could keep the plan that they 
had. But some insurance companies have decided, and I think that 
is what you were referring to in your opening statement, that they 
want to offer new plans. And if they offer new plans, they have to 
come into the requirements of the Affordable Care Act, which are 
you have to offer the 10 essential coverage benefits, you cannot 
judge people on preexisting, you cannot discriminate based on sex. 
There are lots of things that are required under the Affordable 
Care Act that actually protect consumers. 

But these premium increases were going on a long time prior to 
the Affordable Care Act, and, in fact, we have seen the most pre-
mium moderation in the last 3 years than we have seen probably 
in 15 or 20 years. That is what I would say to them. I would try 
to explain to them the real issues. 

Chairman CAMP. Well, the carrier told them that the plan didn’t 
comply. But nothing you said had anything to do with how they 
can get their costs down. And I think that is the real problem that 
we are seeing here, is that the costs are—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. Right. So what I would tell that individual is 
if their carrier is telling them they are changing the plan and they 
are offering an increase, that they would need to go take a look at 
what is available in their State and in their market, which is cer-
tainly something that is available to them through the exchange. 

Chairman CAMP. Yeah, at an 18 percent increase. 
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All right. With that, I will recognize Mr. Levin. 
Mr. LEVIN. Well, thank you. 
A warm welcome. 
The chairman talked about the Web site, and you said it is going 

to be fixed. And I might say, if everybody would pitch in to make 
it work, the goals that have been set would be more readily met. 
That is what happened with the prescription drug program. We all 
pitched in to make it work. And it had major problems at the be-
ginning, and instead of standing in the way we said, we didn’t vote 
for it, let’s make it work, and it began to work. If we all had the 
same spirit about ACA, it would be more than helpful. 

But then the chairman asked you about the notices that are com-
ing from the insurance companies, and I would like to ask you 
about that. A gentleman from Michigan who had an $800 Blue 
Cross plan got this notice from Michigan Blue Cross, went into the 
Web site with the help of navigators, and ended up with a Blue 
Cross Silver HMO plan with tax credits in that case. And instead 
of $800 a month, it is $77 a month. 

And let me refer you to the interview on ‘‘Meet the Press’’ with 
the Blue Cross Florida Chief Executive Officer. He was asked by 
David Gregory, in Florida the oldest and largest health care plan 
provider, Florida Blue Cross, confirmed it is cutting 300,000 poli-
cies. And this is what the chairman of Blue Cross of Florida said: 
‘‘We are not cutting people,’’ and I quote. ‘‘We are actually 
transitioning people. What we have been doing is informing folks 
that their plan doesn’t meet the test of the essential health bene-
fits; therefore, they have a choice of many options that we make 
available through the exchange, and, in fact, with subsidy, many 
people will be getting better plans at a lesser cost.’’ 

So this has become a matter of legitimate discussion, and I think 
all of us would appreciate your addressing it. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, sir. Again, going back to prior to the Af-
fordable Care Act days, these individuals in a small group or indi-
vidual market had no protections, they had no guarantees of cov-
erage, and they were still being charged somewhere between 20 
percent or more of premium increases year over year. So they could 
be kicked out at any time for a preexisting condition. Sometimes 
they thought they had coverage when they did not, and when they 
went in and had a cancer diagnosis or a cardiac diagnosis, they 
found out maybe they had a $5,000 hospital limit or they had cer-
tain disclaimers. Then, of course, there was always, if you were di-
agnosed with asthma or high blood pressure or some other chronic 
disease, you might not be able to get coverage at all. So that is 
what is different. So that is the first part. 

The second part is in 2010 we told issuers to try to give some 
transition time, if they wanted to keep policies as they were cur-
rently defined, whether they were in a group market or an indi-
vidual market, they could. And so some of them elected to do that. 
Now some of them are moving to the new standards, and the 
standards under the Affordable Care Act are pretty simple. You 
have to have the 80 percent MLR. So you can’t be taking money 
more than the 20 percent to marketing, advertising, profit. You had 
to meet the 10 essential health benefits. You had to define copay, 
deductible, and diseases in clear and understandable terms so peo-
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ple would know what they were buying. You had to have choices 
among plans. And then there are folks in the individual market 
who when they go on the site may qualify for tax credits. Some in 
some States may actually qualify for Medicaid expansion. 

But this problem existed long before the Affordable Care Act. 
Now folks are transitioning to the new standards of the Affordable 
Care Act, which guarantee you can’t be denied, you won’t be kicked 
off of a policy because you develop a problem, you may be eligible 
for tax credits depending on your income. So these are important 
protections that are now available through the Affordable Care Act, 
and I think that is important. 

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you. 
I yield back. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Mr. Johnson is recognized. 
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Tavenner, thank you for being here. 
You know, I have been hearing from folks back home who, right-

fully so, are very serious about their concerns and fears about their 
health care. Steven from Plano tried to purchase insurance through 
the exchange, but ended up more confused and frustrated. Opera-
tors on the 1–800 line didn’t have answers to his specific questions. 
They simply reiterated that anyone could sign up for the exchange, 
but he should wait until later that evening or the next day to apply 
since the systems were having technical difficulty. 

Worse, a single father and police officer in Plano went to renew 
his 11-year-old daughter’s plan. She has no medical problems, yet 
her premiums doubled—doubled. Those are the real stories of fa-
thers, mothers, sons and daughters who have to live with a law 
that up to now has completely failed them. 

Ms. Tavenner, the administration delayed the employer mandate 
for 1 year. The Treasury witness before the committee testified the 
reason the administration granted big business a 1-year delay is, 
quote, ‘‘Employers and their representatives have requested transi-
tion relief for 2014 because of concerns about the difficulty or costs 
of complying with the employer mandate.’’ 

Secretary Sebelius appeared before this committee and repeat-
edly said Obamacare was ready. It clearly wasn’t. 

Doesn’t the failed launch indicate many individuals are going to 
have to at least have as much difficulty complying with the indi-
vidual mandate as big business had with the employer mandate? 
Yet from the announcement last night, you have only given individ-
uals a 6-week delay. CMS announced 700,000 people had sub-
mitted applications for exchange coverage nationwide, but with all 
the challenges you have been facing, there are some serious ques-
tions about what these applicants know. 

CBS news reported, quote, ‘‘The shop and browse feature is not 
giving consumers a real picture. In some cases, people could end 
up paying double what they see on the Web site.’’ So how many ap-
plicants applied based on the wrong premium information? Do you 
know? 

Ms. TAVENNER. The completed applications were done, the 
700,000. These were individuals who completed applications and 
figured out if they were eligible for a tax credit. I do not know 
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where CBS news is getting their information about erroneous tax 
credits, so I can’t address that. 

I will say that in the individual mandate issue, that folks can 
apply through March 31st. We have said publicly that we will have 
the Web site in good working order by the end of November. We 
have always predicted that folks would increase their interest in 
enrollment in December and probably again in March, and so we 
believe that we are in good shape to handle that. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, if you have identified the problem and are 
taking steps to identify who received faulty price information, 
apologize—and provide the right information—are you doing that 
now? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, sir. If we have given people the wrong in-
formation, we will certainly correct it, but I am not sure what CBS 
news is referring to. 

Mr. JOHNSON. I would like to bring to your attention a story 
which ran last week in Mother Jones with the headline, quote, 
‘‘How HealthCare.gov Could Be Hacked.’’ Let me just quote from 
the article. ‘‘Security experts say the Federal health insurance Web 
site is vulnerable to a common technique that hackers use to steal 
personal information.’’ 

As you may know, I am chairman of the Social Security Sub-
committee, and one of my longest outstanding priorities has been 
to protect Americans’ Social Security numbers. So for the record, is 
the Obamacare Web site 100 percent safe from hackers who could 
steal Americans’ personal information, including their Social Secu-
rity numbers, yes or no? 

Ms. TAVENNER. We follow all the standards to protect informa-
tion, including Social Security numbers. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Are you trying to say yes? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Am I trying to say yes that we follow the 

standards to protect information? Yes, sir. 
Mr. JOHNSON. You know, folks are confused and scared. They 

have heard the horror stories and are now experiencing them first-
hand. How can they trust the Federal Government to not only fix 
the Web site, but more importantly, give them the assurance that 
their personal information will be safe and their health care will 
be affordable, that if they want to keep their current plan, they can 
do so? 

The problems don’t stop at the technical failures of a Web site. 
The real problem stems from the colossal failure to deliver what 
this law promised the American people. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. 
Mr. Rangel is recognized. 
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman. 
And welcome to our distinguished committee. You may wonder 

why the administration appears to be under such severe attack by 
some Members of this committee, especially as it relates to our goal 
to provide health care for 30 million Americans that can’t afford or 
don’t have access to it, but it should give you some small comfort 
to know that historically the Republican Party always fought vigor-
ously against these types of programs. I don’t think that one Re-
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publican voted for the Social Security Act, even though those old 
enough to enjoy the benefits. 

Chairman CAMP. That is not accurate. 
Mr. RANGEL. Well, we will see maybe one or two. I don’t know. 
Chairman CAMP. No. 
Mr. RANGEL. But they opposed Medicare. I spoke with Presi-

dent Johnson, and he shared with me at the ranch people that had 
signed off on Medicare. And anyway, it is big government. Even if 
it saved lives, who cares. You are against big government. So why 
should Obama be spared the attack because he wants Americans 
to be healthy and strong and productive? We have to be consistent, 
and you guys and ladies have been. 

What I don’t understand is that people aren’t born as Repub-
licans and Democrats, and there has to be somebody, regardless of 
party label, that has suffered the embarrassment and the pain of 
being denied an insurance policy because they have been sick be-
fore. The people who actually need health care the most are too 
high a risk for some of the insurance companies, and this body, Re-
publicans and Democrats, allowed things like this to happen. 

When I was a kid, if my mother took three of us, three children 
to see a doctor and we weren’t sick, they would think she was 
crazy, because you couldn’t afford a doctor. Now health care will 
provide you getting the type of treatment to avoid you being sick 
and having to lose your dignity in impersonal emergency rooms 
that provide the most expensive health care that we have. But Re-
publicans, who have always been admired for being fiscal conserv-
atives, have certainly seen the price of health care, the lack of 
quality that we may have today, soar to become such a part of our 
national budget that, in my opinion, it is a threat to our national 
security, because as prone as some of you are to enter into conflict 
with other countries, you need healthy young people to fight these 
wars. And health care is important from birth throughout one’s life. 

So I don’t know how you are going to explain when this program, 
which is destined to succeed, how politically you are going to ex-
plain your positions today. And since your entire political program 
is locked into hatred for the President and this program, it seems 
to me that we have to find other ways for us to politically combat 
each other, because I hate to see the day that there is no Repub-
lican Party and I have to rely just on my party for justice and fair 
play. And so we have to come together some kind of way to see 
what is best for America. 

Now, you may not like this program, and it certainly has been 
disappointing as a start, but what I want to see more from this 
committee is how can we improve and get quality health care for 
all Americans. This has to be a part of the goal that all of you 
have. And you also have to recognize that when we are lucky 
enough to have public servants to work for the administration, 
whether Democrat or Republican, that they are servants the same 
way we are and they deserve some dignity as well. 

And so for America, I hope and have every reason to believe, like 
Social Security, like Medicare, that the goodness of the program 
will prevail. And if there is anything that we can do to help you, 
and there may be some Republicans that will join with me, to make 
certain that we get rid of what is not working and make certain 
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everyone has access to health care, I wish I could see the politics 
involved in this, because I am a partisan, but a stronger America 
means a stronger party, and that is what we are here for. And I 
just want to thank you for your dedication and for you to recognize 
that it is all political and we have to do our job and get on with 
it. Thank you for your service. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. 
Mr. Brady is recognized. 
Mr. BRADY. Just a quick fact check on the blast from the past. 

Republicans did support Social Security and Medicare, and more 
recently Republicans were the ones that reformed Medicare to add 
that important prescription drug benefit so we could have seniors 
lead healthier lives, stay out of hospitals, and enjoy their grand-
children more. 

What has become abundantly clear, the flaw is not the Web site, 
the flaw is the law itself. This is what happens when you inject 159 
new Federal agencies, bureaucracies, and commissions between you 
and your health care. And this was supposed to be the easy part. 
Just wait until you see the government making decisions about pa-
tient care, about reimbursements and treatments that you receive 
from your local doctor and hospital. 

Ms. Tavenner, I have a great deal of respect for you, and I sus-
pect many Republicans do, yet the White House, Secretary 
Sebelius, you, and your staff made repeated claims to the American 
public and to Congress that everything would be ready on time, ev-
erything was a go. None of that proved to be true. Now we are told 
everything will be okay very soon. So why should the American 
people believe you now? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Congressman Brady, I would go back to what 
has worked in the last 31⁄2 years since the Affordable Care Act was 
implemented. We have been able to make a difference in the lives 
of coverage of young people, we have been able—— 

Mr. BRADY. But specifically on the Web site and the exchanges, 
why should the American people believe you now? You have had 
nearly 4 years to get it ready. Now you are saying in 4 weeks more 
it will be great. So what is different? Why should anyone believe 
these claims? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Because I think we have identified two major 
problems. One had to do with the initial volume. And despite our 
best volume projections, we underestimated the volume, the inter-
est in the site. 

Mr. BRADY. But you know that the volume isn’t the same as the 
applicants in the enrollment, that you, yourself, visited the site. 
Clearly you weren’t shopping for it. Others did as well. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Right. 
Mr. BRADY. So to Chairman Camp’s point, the number of appli-

cants, the number of enrollees, apparently still not known, is pretty 
modest. Wouldn’t you agree? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Well, but I would tell you that the number of 
visitors to the site and the number of people interested in com-
pleting applications was larger than even our initial projections. 
And we worked our projections off of the 7 million number that 
Chairman Camp mentioned. We also worked it off our history with 
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Medicare Part D. So we have added capacity to the system and we 
have improved system performance. So that is the first thing. 

The second thing is we have found some what I will call func-
tional or glitches, as we call them in the public term, in the actual 
application itself which we are repairing, and that is the gradual 
improvements that you will see over the next 4 weeks and that is 
why I am confident about the end of November. 

Mr. BRADY. Well, can I tell you, my constituents are frightened. 
Like millions of Americans, they are now being forced out of the 
health care plan that they like. The clock is ticking on a Web site 
that is broken. Their health care isn’t a glitch. It is what they de-
pend upon. 

So, you know, you have been described as the quarterback of the 
Obamacare rollout. I am sure that is not the term you chose for 
yourself. But can you guarantee no American will experience a gap 
in their health care? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So what I can guarantee is that we have a sys-
tem that is working. We are going to improve the speed of that sys-
tem—— 

Mr. BRADY. Excuse me. 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes? 
Mr. BRADY. You are saying the system right now is working? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I am saying it is working, it is just not working 

at the speed that we want and at the success rate that we want, 
and those are the things we are working on. We also have alter-
native methods for folks. They can use the call center, they can use 
paper applications, and then we have in-person assistants available 
in each State. So I can guarantee you that we can reach out to each 
individual and help them select a plan and enroll. So, yes, sir. 

Mr. BRADY. But to my point, this is not supposed to be fixed 
until November 1st. People have just 2 weeks to apply, enroll, be 
confirmed. So what happens on January 1st, when they have an ill-
ness, they need patient care then, they have not heard back from 
the government? What do they do then? 

Ms. TAVENNER. They have until March 31st to enroll. 
Mr. BRADY. No, but their plan has been cancelled, as millions 

of Americans have found out. 
Ms. TAVENNER. You are talking about people who—— 
Mr. BRADY. What my constituents want to know, what hap-

pens? 
Ms. TAVENNER. The individuals who have received notices from 

their issuers is a different situation. They can certainly obviously 
sign up, transfer, as we talked about earlier with Blue Cross of 
Florida, or they can go on the exchange or call the call center—— 

Mr. BRADY. But my point is, it has been cancelled, they don’t 
have health care, they have tried to get on the Web site unsuccess-
fully, they don’t know if they are enrolled, it is January 1st, they 
are facing a gap in coverage. What do you tell them? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I am telling you they can call the call center 
today and we will help them. They can go online, and if they are 
not successful, we can help them through the call center. We also 
have people in their individual markets that can help them in per-
son. So there are more methods than just the Web site, and I think 
that is important. 
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Mr. BRADY. I think what has become clear as well is Obamacare 
is not ready. The question is, why don’t we make it voluntary? Why 
don’t we give Americans a choice so they are not forced into this 
health care that they don’t want? 

Mr. Chairman, yield back. 
Chairman CAMP. Mr. McDermott is recognized. 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Rangel has asked me to correct something. The vote coming 

out of this committee was on a party line vote. There were no Re-
publicans who voted for it when it left this committee. When Social 
Security—— 

Chairman CAMP. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. MCDERMOTT [continuing]. There were 81 who finally voted 

for it, mostly progressives, but there are none less in the Congress. 
Chairman CAMP. Yes, 84 percent of Republicans voted for the 

Social Security act 77 years ago. I am glad we are debating current 
events here, Mr. McDermott. 

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Reclaiming my time, Mr. Chairman. With 
the way my Republicans colleagues have been fretting over the suc-
cess of the Affordable Care Act exchanges, you would never know 
they spent $24 billion shutting down the country to get rid of it. 
Suddenly they seem desperate to see a bill that they didn’t want 
actually work. It is like the ‘‘Annie Hall’’ joke: The exchanges are 
terrible and not enough people can enroll. 

Now, this is one of the biggest reforms our country has ever 
made and we are only 4 weeks into it. Medicare wasn’t built in a 
day. Part D didn’t roll out without snags along the way. As others 
have mentioned, many of the Republicans who are now calling for 
blood over this rollout were begging for patience on Part D. The 
kinks of that rollout were easily brushed off by many GOP alarm-
ists who sit on this dais. We waited 6 months to hold an oversight 
hearing on Part D. We are barely 4 weeks into this one, and we 
are already declaring it dead. It is premature death. 

We would have all loved to see this launch be seamless and 
smooth, but we can’t get caught up in the glitches and the tech-
nical difficulties and lose our perspective. Help lines are up and 
running. I want to put the first chart up, because I think that you 
need to know that it is working in some States in this country. We 
have had a health plan finder in the State of Washington that has 
been out on the street before October 1. In Washington State we 
were ready to go and we have got 92,000 people who have now en-
rolled. 

Now, there is a difference between enrolling and being approved, 
having your plan approved, because you have to make your first 
payment. So when you talk about enrollment, you may be talking 
about something different. You are not comparing apples and or-
anges. 

But there are States in which it is working. People can sign up 
by mail, in person. We had actually a mobile signup van that is 
going around the State stopping in small towns and giving people 
a chance to talk to somebody. And 49,000 people are already in the 
program, not just finished the application. 

Now, there have been some glitches, even in our State, but we 
got around them. Our country does have a serious problem, how-
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ever, with access to quality health insurance, and it is not being 
caused by Web sites. All of the computer programmers in the world 
aren’t going to be able to help the 180,000 Hoosiers that fall into 
the affordable coverage gap because Indiana isn’t expanding its 
Medicaid. Of course, that is nothing compared to Georgia’s 400,000 
people who aren’t going to get anything, or Florida’s 760,000. 

And then, of course, there is Texas. Texas is always the best and 
they are not going to be outdone. Texas boasts 1,460,430 people 
who will simply get nothing, no Medicaid, and I guess they can 
come to the government exchange, which people here want to kill. 
That is over a million Texans, working poor with minimum wage 
jobs, multiple of them, and they are just trying to get by. 

Now, they could be covered at no cost to themselves or the State 
of Texas, but instead the GOP wants to see this President fail be-
cause they would rather let their constituents go uninsured than 
compromise. Those Texans and Floridians and Hoosiers are simply 
out of luck. 

Meanwhile, in other red States, like Kentucky, they have en-
rolled already 26,000 people through the State exchange or ex-
panded Medicaid. Arkansas, now, they don’t want it, either, and 
they don’t want to accept the Medicaid money. They constructed 
their own way, in cooperation with the Federal Government, and 
they have got 56,000 people enrolled in Arkansas. Now, here is a 
red State that worked very hard to partner with the Federal Gov-
ernment and arrive at a solution that is working for its residents. 

It is time really to start working together. Forty-four attempts to 
repeal this law. It is now law, folks. It is now up and running. It 
is going to run. And it is time to stop this kind of sniping and get 
together and figure out how to make it work. No one on our side 
thinks the law is perfect. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. Time has expired. 
Mr. Ryan is recognized. 
Mr. RYAN. Thank you. And thanks for being here. 
I think what we are seeing here are all these rude awakenings 

that the American people are waking up to find; you know, prom-
ises made and promises broken. We had a hearing here in this 
room on August the 1st with the IRS, and the IRS confirmed that 
the delay in the employer reporting requirements would mean that 
the IRS would not have the data on the so-called back end from 
employers until 2016 to verify if an individual had been given an 
offer of affordable employer-sponsored health insurance in 2014. 
Now, the reason this matters is that determines whether a person 
is eligible for a taxpayer-funded subsidy or not. 

To mitigate this, Dan Werfel, the IRS Commissioner, told us 
that, quote, ‘‘We are going to help the individual at the front end 
when they are navigating through the exchange to understand 
whether they have an employer plan.’’ 

Let me ask you this: Of the 700,000 applicants you have re-
ceived, how many of them did you verify whether or not they have 
been offered employer-sponsored insurance? 

Ms. TAVENNER. The verification of employer-sponsored insur-
ance is part of the application process. So if, in fact, that was avail-
able to them, they would not go on and complete the application. 
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Mr. RYAN. So it is just a self-attestation. Is that what you are 
saying? You had no way of corroborating this? 

Ms. TAVENNER. We actually ask some additional questions. If 
you have gone online and go through the application, it actually re-
quests some additional information. And we have ways of verifying 
whether or not employer-sponsored coverage was offered. So it is 
not just as simple as yes or no. If they don’t have it, it is a no, and 
so we accept that. If it is a yes, then we try to work with them to 
see if they are eligible for anything or not. 

Mr. RYAN. Okay. So I look at yesterday, you released a report 
that purported to talk about premiums for young adults. The report 
admits, quote, ‘‘These estimates do not take into account the tax 
credit eligibility requirements relating to other minimum essential 
coverage or tax filing requirements.’’ Young adults on their parents’ 
plans. 

Let me ask you this. Are you proactively finding out if individ-
uals under the age of 26 who are eligible to stay on their parents’ 
plan are doing that or not? Because they are not eligible for a sub-
sidy then as well. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Right. So what we have seen is since the Af-
fordable Care Act we have over 3 million young adults who are get-
ting coverage through their parents’ plans, which is pretty much 
the pool that we anticipated. So they are going through their par-
ents’ plan. 

Mr. RYAN. No, but when they go on the Web site, are you 
verifying whether or not their parents have a plan that they are 
eligible for before determining whether they, themselves, get a sub-
sidy? 

Ms. TAVENNER. It is part of the application process. I can get 
you more information on that. 

Mr. RYAN. Well, here is the point. Look, 2 weeks ago in the CR 
we passed a law that President Obama signed, quote, ‘‘Prior to 
making such credits and deductions available, the Secretary shall 
certify to Congress that the exchanges verify such eligibility con-
sistent with the requirements of the act.’’ 

Here is the question. Are we really verifying at the front end 
whether a person is actually eligible for these subsidies or not? 
Here is why this matters. If they are not eligible for the subsidy, 
and then once we reconcile these records, they get taxed the money 
back off of their refund. 

And so this is what I mean when I say rude awakenings. People 
are signing up for insurance, they are getting tax credit subsidies 
funded by taxpayers. The IRS is already telling us they are con-
fused about how to do this. You are not telling us whether or not 
you are proactively determining whether, say, an under-26-year-old 
is actually eligible for the subsidies you are trying to sell them. 
And the problem is once we learn whether or not they were eligi-
ble, and if they weren’t, people in good faith will be signing up for 
subsidies that they are actually not eligible for. 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think you are asking a different question, 
which is, are we doing 100 percent income verification on everyone? 

Mr. RYAN. And subsidy eligibility verification. 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. So part of the question in the application 

process is, are you dependent on your parents? Are you dependent 
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on your parents’ tax plan? So that is part of the questioning that 
goes on. And if so, we move them in that direction. But more im-
portantly, part of what you are asking is the income verification, 
which is done in 100 percent of the cases. 

Mr. RYAN. I am not asking about income verification. 
Ms. TAVENNER. Okay. 
Mr. RYAN. I am asking about, if a person signs up, were they 

offered credible employer insurance? Because the employer man-
date has been delayed you don’t have that verification tool, so you 
had to come up with a new verification tool to determine their eligi-
bility for subsidies. Because if a person is offered insurance at their 
job—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. Right. 
Mr. RYAN [continuing]. That meets your definition of credible in-

surance, then they can’t get Obamacare subsidies. 
Ms. TAVENNER. That is correct. 
Mr. RYAN. If a person is 25 years old and they go on the Web 

site and they say their income is X, and that is eligible for subsidy, 
they can get that subsidy. But if they were eligible to be on their 
parents’ plan they are not allowed to get that subsidy. 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is right. 
Mr. RYAN. The question is, are you filtering that? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. 
Mr. RYAN. Because here is the problem. If you get this wrong, 

the way the law works is you have to take that money back in their 
tax refund. Tax refunds matter. People plan their lives around 
their tax refunds. 

Ms. TAVENNER. I understand that. 
Mr. RYAN. They plan their spring breaks for their kids. They 

plan their car payments, their bills. And what people in this coun-
try don’t yet know is that if you get this wrong, which you have 
already acknowledged you are not doing it right, they are going to 
get their tax refund taken away from them because they will have 
signed up for a subsidy that they weren’t eligible for which they 
didn’t even know. 

Ms. TAVENNER. And if you have been on the site, this is part 
of the clear instructions to folks, including the under age 26, in-
cluding the fact that you are basically completing this application 
under penalty of perjury. It is very clear. There is also help instruc-
tions on each site to explain each process, what is credible em-
ployer coverage, what happens if you are under 26. It is all avail-
able on the Web site. 

Mr. RYAN. Okay. So if they get it wrong, they are the one who 
is going to get taxed. 

Chairman CAMP. Okay. Time has expired. 
Mr. Lewis. 
Mr. LEWIS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you, Madam Administrator, for being here. Thank you for 

all your hard work and for your years of service. 
I happen to believe that health care is a right and not a privi-

lege, that it is not just for the fortunate few, but all citizens of 
America. 

Now, the Affordable Care Act is the law of the land. It was 
passed by the Congress, signed into law by the President of the 
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United States, and upheld by the United States Supreme Court. 
There have been more than 40 attempts to repeal the act, and it 
did not succeed. And by attempting to repeal it, Members of this 
body, Members on the other side of the aisle closed down this gov-
ernment and threatened the economy of the United States, costing 
us more than $24 billion. 

This reminds me of another period in our history not so long ago. 
During the 1950s, many Southern Senators signed the Southern 
Manifesto after the Supreme Court decisions of 1954. And those 
Senators, along with many Southern governors, subscribed to the 
doctrine of interposition and nullification, and some even massive 
resistance. That is what we saw on the part of the Republican 
Members of the House and some of the Republicans in the Senate. 

The Affordable Care Act is working. It is helping to make health 
care affordable and accessible to hundreds, thousands, and millions 
of our citizens who never had it before. When I was growing up in 
rural Alabama, we couldn’t afford to see a doctor. None of the poor 
people in Alabama, in Georgia, in Kentucky, in Arkansas, and all 
across the Deep South can see a doctor. We must do what is right, 
what is fair, and what is just. 

Now, Madam Administrator, I have a chart here this morning, 
and I want you to walk us through this chart. And I want to use 
my remaining time for you to explain to the Members of the Com-
mittee the success and the benefits of the ACA. There have been 
a deliberate and systematic attempt on the part of the majority in 
the House and the minority in the Senate to make it impossible for 
all Americans to receive quality health care. And some of us will 
not stand for it. We will stand up and fight for what is right, for 
what is fair, and what is just. Health care is a right and not a 
privilege. Walk us through the chart. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Let me start with the 78 million consumers 
saving $3.4 billion on their premiums. This is due to some of the 
work that was done around the medical loss ratio. These were ben-
efits that actually went in forms of checks to individuals. I actually 
got thank you notes from people that I have never heard of, that 
I have never met thanking me for getting a rebate back. It could 
go to the individual or it could go back into their premium for the 
following year. 

Seventeen million children with preexisting conditions used to be 
able to be denied coverage, this goes back to the flaws in the indi-
vidual market that existed prior to the Affordable Care Act; 6.6 
million young adults able to stay on their parents’ health insurance 
plan, that is critical, particularly at the time with what we were 
going through with our economy; 7.1 million seniors in the donut 
hole. And let me remind you that in addition to that, you saw our 
release yesterday about the Part B premium being flat for next 
year. That is some of the work of the Affordable Care Act in con-
trolling costs. 

And let me just say, going back to your point, Congressman, is 
that if we had the highest outcomes, if we had the lowest infant 
mortality, if we had the longest lifespan, maybe what we were pay-
ing would be worth it. But it is not the case. As you know, our 
country does not look good in terms of overall health statistics, and 
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certainly the South is suffering from that more than the rest of the 
country. 

Mr. LEWIS. Thank you very much. 
With that, I yield back my time. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. 
Mr. Nunes. 
Mr. NUNES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Madam Administrator, just in response to Mr. Ryan’s question, 

we went through the Web site, and we don’t see anywhere where 
it shows that if you are under 26 that there is a verification. 

Ms. TAVENNER. So let me also say one thing that I had wrong. 
As a young adult you can stay on your parents’ policy and you can 
get your coverage that way. 

Mr. NUNES. But the question was there was no check on the 
subsidy. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Or you may go as an individual and you would 
be eligible for a subsidy. There is no penalty. 

Mr. NUNES. Well, if you are 26, if you are under the age of 
26—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. You can go either way. 
Mr. NUNES [continuing]. To Mr. Ryan’s point, you can get a free 

subsidy and get that back on your tax return. That was the point 
Mr. Ryan was making. And there is nowhere—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. You are eligible for a subsidy, yes. 
Mr. NUNES. You are eligible. So you can be on your parents’ 

health care. And you are still eligible for a subsidy. 
Ms. TAVENNER. But I will remind you part of what you com-

plete on the application is do you have coverage. You are also 
under penalty of perjury. So you have to tell the truth on your ap-
plication. That is kind of a requirement. 

Mr. NUNES. Okay. In your submitted testimony you attributed 
the problems to HealthCare.gov Web site to a subset of contractors. 
Is that correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I don’t think I said that it was due to a subset 
of contractors. I said we had two issues that we were dealing with. 
The first was capacity, in that our first few days the volume was 
more than we anticipated, so we had to add capacity. We had a 
problem with account creation, with the email account creation, 
which was subsequently fixed. 

Mr. NUNES. So on your August 1 testimony to the House En-
ergy and Commerce Committee, to Congressman Pitts’ question, do 
you remember this question? 

Ms. TAVENNER. You will have to ask the question. 
Mr. NUNES. He asked, and I quote, ‘‘Do the contractors who 

HHS is paying to build these exchanges have certain targets or 
milestones that they have to meet?’’ You replied, ‘‘Absolutely.’’ Con-
gressman Pitts then asked you, ‘‘Can you tell us today that every 
contractor has met these targets and is on time?’’ You replied, ‘‘Yes, 
sir, I can.’’ 

So it seems there are two possibilities here. First, the exchanges 
were progressing fine for years, just as you repeatedly told Con-
gress, and the breakdown resulted solely from problems with a few 
contractors that suddenly occurred 60 days before Obamacare was 
open to the public. Or the second possibility is, is that there were 
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problems much earlier that were being reported in the press, but 
you did not tell Congress about these. Which is closest to the truth? 

Ms. TAVENNER. If I remember the questions correctly, what 
Congressman Pitts was asking me related to the hub, and the hub 
was progressing on time and on schedule. It still is. The hub has 
actually operated pretty much flawlessly. And most of the ques-
tions were around the hub. 

Mr. NUNES. So it has been also reported that neither criminal 
background checks nor high school diplomas will be required for so- 
called navigators to be hired to help Americans access the ex-
changes. Is this true? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Could you repeat that? I am sorry. 
Mr. NUNES. Neither high school diplomas nor criminal back-

ground checks will be done on the folks that you hire to help Amer-
icans navigate the Obamacare Web site. 

Ms. TAVENNER. I don’t think that that is true. Are you talking 
about through the navigator program? There are standards, and I 
can get you those standards. 

Mr. NUNES. Okay. Well, it has been a press report. 
Has anyone in the White House or anyone else asked you to 

delay divulging enrollment numbers as it regards to Mr. Camp’s 
question at the beginning? 

Ms. TAVENNER. No. I think if you remember, we had said all 
along that we were going to release our first numbers the middle 
of November. 

Mr. NUNES. So no one at the White House, no one in the entire 
Obama administration has asked you not to release those numbers. 

Ms. TAVENNER. We have made a group—we made the decision 
that we were not releasing the numbers till mid-November. 

Mr. NUNES. And you don’t know, you have no idea what those 
numbers are at this point? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I told you we would release the numbers in 
mid-November. 

Mr. NUNES. Okay. I will take that as you don’t want to answer 
the question. 

Did you ever argue to Secretary Sebelius, or to anyone at the 
White House, or to anyone else that the exchanges would not be 
ready October 1 and that a delay in launching them would be war-
ranted? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I did not ever argue that we should delay the 
exchanges. What I did present to the Secretary in September is 
that there were certain functions that we should delay beyond Oc-
tober 1, and I think those have been very much in the press. That 
had to do with the automation of SHOP. It had to do with the 
Spanish-language Web site. It had to do with Medicaid account 
transfers. So that was presented in September as things we would 
not bring live October 1. 

Mr. NUNES. Before my time expires, I want to yield quickly just 
5 seconds to Mr. Ryan. 

Mr. RYAN. Look, I find it puzzling we have to explain to admin-
istration officials how the law works. The law is if you are under 
the age of 26 and you are eligible to stay on your parents’ plans 
you cannot receive subsidies. 

Ms. TAVENNER. You are right. 
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Mr. RYAN. And there is nothing, nothing on your Web site that 
tells an under-26-year-old those facts. So you are encouraging peo-
ple to sign up for insurance and a subsidy that they may not be 
eligible for and they don’t even know this. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Congressman Ryan, I am happy to go back and 
check on that and get you information. 

Mr. NUNES. Yield back. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. Time has expired. 
Mr. Neal. 
Mr. NEAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I think one of the differences here in the legislative modeling is 

the way that we attempted to repair the drug prescription benefit, 
known as Part D, in terms of addressing the donut hole. We didn’t 
suggest that we wanted to repeal the law. We simply said to repair 
it. And I remind everyone that part of it was gimmickry as it re-
lated to the donut hole as well. But our position was let’s improve 
it. And in the Affordable Care Act, I think that you could safely say 
that that has happened. 

Now, I want to go to a broader argument here, and that is that 
97 percent of the people in Massachusetts are covered, and vir-
tually every child in Massachusetts is covered. We are in the midst 
of marketing the open enrollment plan. And I got to tell you the 
marketing is terrific. 

But I want to come to another point, and that is the following. 
There is a great picture at Faneuil Hall, where much of the Amer-
ican Revolution was designed and hatched, of Governor Romney— 
or as we know him on this committee, Paul Ryan’s running mate, 
the other guy on the ticket—Ted Kennedy, the Heritage Founda-
tion, and the governor sets his hand to this legislation, which has 
become a model for applicability, efficiency, and success. Hardly 
perfection. But what a grand possibility. Why, in your estimation, 
has the Massachusetts plan worked? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think the Massachusetts plan over time has 
allowed individuals to not have to worry about preexisting. It is re-
quired that they have insurance. It is required that they partici-
pate in group coverage, a group market. It is the same principles 
we have applied through the Affordable Care Act. And it has been 
a huge success. They started out very slowly. It took them years 
to get to where they are today. But they do have good coverage. 
And if you look at their outcome, they have got excellent outcomes 
in health care as well. 

Mr. NEAL. The business community worked with the governor, 
worked with a Democratic legislature that has three Republicans 
in the State Senate, and they came to the conclusion that using the 
discipline of the marketplace could be part of the solution. And get-
ting everybody in was the ideal. And then we would argue about 
many of the other matters. But getting everybody signed up was 
a key component, and we would use the private sector to discipline 
price. Correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is correct. 
Mr. NEAL. So I guess the argument we have here is, why 

wouldn’t we be trying to sand the edges of the ACA to make it 
work as opposed to this determination to make sure that it doesn’t 
work? 
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Yield back my time. 
Chairman CAMP. Thank you. 
Mr. Tiberi is recognized. 
Mr. TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you, Ms. Tavenner, for coming today. You have got a 

great reputation. Thank you for your service. You have got a very 
difficult job to do. Best of luck in doing it. 

I want to just make a note to you and to the members of the au-
dience here. On September 30, the Republican House passed a con-
tinuing resolution that funded government and delayed for 1 year 
the individual mandate and the implementation of this bill. That 
was on September 30. That died in the Senate, delaying this for 1 
year. 

The reasons why we believe that was the right policy, and I 
think history will show that it is, is what we have seen in the 28 
days since, and that is the disastrous unveiling of this bill. You 
don’t have to be a Member of Congress and talk to constituents to 
understand the difficulty that the implementation has caused in 
people’s daily lives. And as Mr. Brady said, the nervousness and 
the fear. 

You have been telling us that there are other options, in addition 
to the Web site. The President actually has gone out and sold that 
pretty well. So if a constituent of mine goes and makes the phone 
call to try to find out some information, can she find out by calling 
the phone number if the doctor in her current network is covered? 

Ms. TAVENNER. She cannot find out through the phone call if 
the doctor—and that is I think true—that was true in the market 
prior to the Web site. 

Mr. TIBERI. Can she find out if the plan costs more than her 
current plan? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, I think she can find that out. 
Mr. TIBERI. By calling the phone number? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. What happens is they work them through 

the application. The call center would help them. 
Mr. TIBERI. She has to actually apply before she can shop. 
Ms. TAVENNER. Well, yes, that is important because it is im-

portant to understand if she is eligible for a tax credit, because 
that affects the prices that she would pay. 

Mr. TIBERI. So can she find out the cost of a plan without sign-
ing up or comparison shop without signing up? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So if you are not interested in the tax credit 
and you just want to know what rates are available, we actually 
have on the Web site the ability to do that. So, yes. 

Mr. TIBERI. But the Web site is not working. 
Ms. TAVENNER. No, this is actually on the front end. What is 

not working sometimes are some of the pieces inside the applica-
tion. But if she is just interested in rates in her market, that is 
available through the Web site. There is also the ability, and we 
have a link with that on the Web site, to use Kaiser’s site that also 
allows them, if they believe they are eligible for tax credits, to actu-
ally go in and simulate what that would be like for them. 

But if they want to know, if they are not interested in tax cred-
its, they just want to know what is available to them, which I have 
had several friends who have said to me, I know I am not eligible 
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for a tax credit, I just want to see what rates are available in the 
individual market. 

Mr. TIBERI. But they have to sign up to do that. 
Ms. TAVENNER. No, they do not. 
Mr. TIBERI. You are positive on that. 
Ms. TAVENNER. I am positive on that. 
Mr. TIBERI. Isn’t the person who is on the phone with my con-

stituent who is trying to find out if their doctor is in network 
or—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. No, you asked a different question. Doctor in 
the network I said is not available through the Web site. 

Mr. TIBERI. Right. So the person who is making the phone call, 
my constituent is talking to somebody on the other line, aren’t they 
accessing the same information on the Web site that our constitu-
ents are encouraged not to do because the Web site is not working? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So two different issues. If they are completing 
an application then they would complete the application and we 
would give them information. But if you are just interested in 
knowing what the insurance rates are in your area, that is actually 
available without completing an application. You can just go on the 
Web site and get that information. 

Mr. TIBERI. But if they are accessing the phone network be-
cause they can’t access the Web site—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. They can give them that information. 
Mr. TIBERI. Isn’t that person they are talking to accessing the 

same Web site? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. But it is not inside the application. 
Mr. TIBERI. So we are asking people to call and talk to a person 

who is accessing the same Web site that we are encouraging our 
constituents not to use because it is not working right. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Let me try this again. The problem that we 
have in the Web site sometimes is in the application process itself. 
Inside the application people were getting stuck in the application 
process. What you asked me is can you get plan information with-
out completing the application process, therefore not getting into 
the problems. And the answer to that is yes. 

Mr. TIBERI. Okay. Let me just tell you the concern that I 
have—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. Okay. 
Mr. TIBERI [continuing]. That you are going to have to deal 

with, and the members of the other side of the aisle won’t acknowl-
edge. We understand the Affordable Care Act is the law of the 
land. We do. But we also understand from our constituents that 
there is a disaster of a rollout that is occurring, not a hiccup, but 
a disaster of a rollout that is occurring. I have constituents who 
have said to me their doctor is not going to be covered in the new 
plan. Their plan is going to be more expensive. And finally, a con-
stituent who said, let me get this straight, Congressman, you guys 
passed a bill that tells me that I am transitioning, you are telling 
me to transition to another plan, and you are telling what that 
plan is going to be. It is not going to have the same benefits that 
I have now. I am going to pay more. But you are going to give me 
a tax credit back so I can pay less, even though it is going to cost 
more. 
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That is just crazy. And for us not to acknowledge that is crazy 
is just so disappointing and discouraging. 

I yield back. 
Chairman CAMP. The time has expired. 
Mr. Doggett. 
Mr. DOGGETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
While I am troubled by the determination of our Republican col-

leagues to destroy the rights of Americans to access affordable 
health care, I recognize that the promise of affordable health care 
can also be denied through a management failure. I share some of 
the concerns that have been raised here this morning. And if there 
were even one Republican Member of this committee who wanted 
to fix the shortcomings in the act and to learn lessons from the roll-
out about how to improve access, we could have a constructive 
hearing that focused on those limitations and how to address them. 
At the top of the list for any Texan would surely be the million peo-
ple that, when we thought we were providing protection when we 
enacted this law, who are getting absolutely nothing out of it. 

The limitations with the Web site are a part of the concern that 
I have. Let me ask you specifically, will the SHOP Web site for 
small businesses that was delayed be fully functional during No-
vember? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. We will institute the SHOP component at 
the end of November. 

Mr. DOGGETT. Will the twice-delayed Spanish-language version 
of HealthCare.gov be fully operational in November? 

Ms. TAVENNER. By the end of November, yes, sir. 
Mr. DOGGETT. There are estimates that three out of four eligi-

ble individuals for the Web site need some in-person assistance— 
eligible for tax credits—will need some assistance in person to ac-
cess that. That is why the navigators, for one, are so very impor-
tant. In large measure because of the statute, people in Maryland 
get 15 times as much money per individual uninsured eligible for 
the exchange for the tax credits as do people in Texas. People in 
California get about four times as much. It makes it all the more 
important that the navigator system work as well as the Web sys-
tem works. 

I have had some concerns about the way that navigator system 
works and have been asking whether it is possible to get prompt 
reports about whether the navigators are doing their job and 
whether they are accessing people, whether by paper, phone, or 
Web. I have been told that there are no progress reports that will 
be available on those navigators and what they are doing until 
after the beginning of the year. Surely, there are some reports that 
you can make available that will tell us whether these navigators 
are doing any more than the little I have seen them do in my part 
of Texas. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, sir. You should not have to wait till the 
first of the year. 

Mr. DOGGETT. You can get us progress reports? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. DOGGETT. When you announced the navigator grants for 

Texas, there was an indication in the original notice that there 
would be a second round of navigator grants. Instead, it appears 
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that contracts were reached with two national firms to provide en-
rollment assistance, and those firms are at least required to pro-
vide in some cases weekly reports on their progress. In what way 
are those enrollment assistance two companies—I believe the one 
for Texas is called Cognosante, they got a total of about $30 mil-
lion, much more than any individual entity as a navigator in 
Texas—in what way are they being integrated with the local navi-
gators and assistance counselors to reach out to the uninsured? 

Ms. TAVENNER. And I can get you that information. But I will 
tell you that there are navigators inside each of the Federal ex-
change States that we awarded contracts to. But in addition to 
that, there are volunteers through the Texas Hospital Association 
and others. And I can get you a full report of that. 

Mr. DOGGETT. Okay. Well, I am interested, and today is not the 
first time I have asked for a full report as to how these enrollment 
assistance folks came into being and how they are involved with 
local folks. We have had to set up, in San Antonio and in Austin, 
our own network to try to make up for what we did not get in the 
way of Federal assistance at the local level. And these new enroll-
ment assistance people, I am interested in getting prompt progress 
reports on them also to see what they have actually done, if they 
have actually signed anyone up, and what kind of people they are 
signing up, and whether this is, the navigator system, the enroll-
ment assistance system, the certified counselors are any better or-
ganized and coordinated than the Web site and the 55 contractors 
have been. 

Another area of concern—— 
Chairman CAMP. Time has expired, Mr. Doggett. 
Mr. Reichert is recognized. 
Mr. REICHERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
This law started out on a troubling note right from the begin-

ning. Republicans were not a part of the process, weren’t asked to 
be a part of the process in building this law. And Nancy Pelosi her-
self said we must pass the law to find out what is in the law. 

And as one of my colleagues mentioned this morning, let’s just 
sand around the edges. We have done some sanding around the 
edges. And that is basically due to the fact that the Republicans 
have been calling attention to some of the issues that now we are 
becoming aware of because people are now beginning to read the 
law and finding out what is in it. So three programs have been 
completely halted since the law has passed. Seven others have been 
repealed and have had funding rescinded, and they have been 
signed into law. Now, that takes Republicans and Democrats and 
the President of the United States to agree to all those things for 
those things to happen. 

I think that most people feel right now it is not time for any 
sanding to take place, but the chainsaw needs to come out. So we 
are going to keep on, and we are going to be persistent. 

Were you working for CMS on January 29, 2010? 
Ms. TAVENNER. January 29? 
Mr. REICHERT. Were you part of the process in working to help 

implement Obamacare? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I actually was not working for CMS January 

29, 2010. 
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Mr. REICHERT. Okay. When did you start working to imple-
ment the health care law? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I actually came to CMS late February of 2010. 
Mr. REICHERT. Late February. Do you know if you can keep 

your health care plan if you like it? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Do I know that I can keep my health care 

plan? 
Mr. REICHERT. Do you know if it is true, as the President has 

said and many Democrats have said, if you like your health care 
plan you can keep it? Is that a true statement? 

Ms. TAVENNER. There were health care plans that were grand-
fathered—— 

Mr. REICHERT. Is that a true statement? 
Ms. TAVENNER. It is a true statement that plans were grand-

fathered in. 
Mr. REICHERT. Okay. Thank you for that answer. So if you like 

your doctor you can keep your doctor, too. Is that a true statement? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I think doctors come and go inside networks. 
Mr. REICHERT. So if a person has a doctor and they want to 

go to that doctor and the doctor is in the network, they can still 
go to that doctor? They can keep their doctor if they like their doc-
tor? 

Ms. TAVENNER. If that person is in a plan where that doctor 
is in the network, they can keep that doctor. 

Mr. REICHERT. On January 29, 2010, and it has been reported 
even today in some of our papers, the President knew years ago 
you are not going to be able to keep your health care plan. You are 
not going to be able to keep your doctor in this health care plan. 
He talked to the Republican retreat on January 29, 2010, and he 
said, when he was asked the question about keeping your doctor 
or your health care plan, he said, quote, ‘‘For example, you know, 
we said from the start that this was going to be important for us 
to be consistent in saying to people if you can have your—if you 
want to keep your health insurance you have got it, you can keep 
it, that you are not going to have anybody getting in between you 
and your doctor and your decision-making.’’ And then he says, ‘‘And 
I think that some of the provisions that got snuck in might have 
violated that pledge.’’ 

Are you aware of some of those provisions that got snuck in that 
might have violated that pledge? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I do not know what you are talking about. 
Mr. REICHERT. I just gave you a quote from the President of 

the United States, your boss. 
Ms. TAVENNER. No, you are asking me the provisions that were 

snuck in, and I don’t know. 
Mr. REICHERT. Yeah. Are you not familiar with the health care 

law? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I am very familiar with the health care law. 
Mr. REICHERT. The President apparently is aware of some pro-

visions that were snuck into the law that says that, you know 
what, you are not going to be able to keep your health care plan, 
you are not going to be able to keep your doctor. But yet you just 
said you can. So you must not be aware. You didn’t read the law, 
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as Nancy Pelosi said you should, when the thing was passed. Oth-
erwise, you would know about those provisions. 

You know, in Washington State my constituents can’t keep their 
health care plan; 290,000 individuals in Washington have received 
notices canceling their health care plan. Do you know that that is 
happening? Have you heard those stories? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I am aware that there are issuers in States 
who are canceling their old plans, which were grandfathered in, 
and moving to new plans which have to meet the requirements. 

Mr. REICHERT. So what you just said about keeping your 
health care plan isn’t true. 

Ms. TAVENNER. No, they could keep it. The issuers chose—— 
Mr. REICHERT. No, they can’t keep it. They just got cancellation 

notices. You can’t keep it. The President says you can’t keep it. 
Why are you saying you can? I don’t understand. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. Time has expired. 
Mr. Thompson is recognized for 5 minutes. 
After that, in order to make sure everyone has an opportunity to 

question, Mr. Levin and I have agreed to go to 3 minutes. 
So you are recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. THOMPSON. Can you start the clock again? They started it 

when you recognized me. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. We will give you those 10 seconds 

back. There you go. 
Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man. 
Ma’am, thank you very much for being here. 
I want to thank my colleague from California who earlier pointed 

out that it wasn’t you or CMS that set up this computer system, 
that you used private sector outside vendors. And I think that that 
speaks to an issue that at some point we need to look at, and that 
is our Federal procurement process, which is in part responsible for 
a lot of the problems that we have seen. 

And I also want to thank Mr. Neal for pointing out that in fact 
when we work together we can avoid a lot of the problems that we 
are seeing. And we should be working together to make sure people 
have access to quality affordable health care rather than trying to 
find fault and blame and trying to defund or derail or sabotage a 
program that is designed to help people have access to quality af-
fordable health care. 

And nowhere is that seen better than looking at what we are 
doing in some of the States. And it is my understanding, and some 
of my colleagues have pointed it out today, that we have some 
States that are doing a pretty good job with their delivery of the 
Affordable Care Act. My home State of California has something 
called Covered California. And I understand that we have had 
about 125,000 applications that have been submitted, about 2 mil-
lion unique visits to the Web site, and about 150,000 calls daily to 
Covered California, because people really do want to have coverage. 

There has been many benefits in my home State. About 200,000 
people are covered with preventive care. About 40,000 kids who 
have preexisting conditions now have coverage. About 100,000 sen-
iors are getting preventive care under Medicare. I have had a num-
ber of people who have contacted me, and I will just mention two, 
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Samuel Calicura from Martinez, who said that he was paying $131 
a week, and now he is paying $45 a month for his coverage. Cyn-
thia Adams from Santa Rosa was paying 600 bucks a month. Now 
she is paying $134 a month. 

Now, in full disclosure, as I have mentioned to you privately, I 
have had some terrible messages from people who are experiencing 
some real problems with the system. Usually it is insurance compa-
nies, as some of my colleagues on the other side of the aisle have 
mentioned, are canceling their grandfathered-in programs and poli-
cies and issuing new policies. And I have even had a community 
college in my district that is using the Affordable Care Act to re-
duce hours of part-time employees. So just about everything that 
has happened that has been bad in the last 3 years has been asso-
ciated with Obamacare. 

And I think we need to be able to draw the distinction and point 
people to these exchanges so they can do some comparison shop-
ping and get these policies that will provide them with insurance. 
And I would like to see you guys do a more aggressive job in regard 
to that. 

I would like to know from you, ma’am, how are the State ex-
changes working? And what effects are the problems of the Federal 
Web site having on State-run exchanges? And how are the new up-
grades and the Web site fixes going to affect State-run exchanges 
such as Covered California? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Let me say that the State-based exchanges are 
doing a very good job. And California, as you mentioned, has been 
a really nice success story. But there are large and small States. 
Obviously, California and New York are huge States that are hav-
ing great success. 

Where we have been able to work closely with them, and we talk 
with them daily, is obviously they use the hub for verification of 
information, and the hub has worked pretty much flawlessly. And 
I always knock on wood when I say that. So they have been able 
to get information. The problems that we are seeing inside the ap-
plication process do not affect the State-based exchanges. So the in-
formation they need from us they are able to get. 

You all may have been aware that there was an incident over the 
weekend with Verizon that took the whole site down. And when it 
did, it also took down the hub. So States were impacted during the 
day on Sunday and into Monday with an issue with Verizon. But 
other than that, they have been able to come and go and access the 
hub without difficulty. 

Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back my 
time. 

Chairman CAMP. Thank you. 
Dr. Boustany is recognized for 3 minutes. 
Mr. BOUSTANY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Welcome. Good to see you. 
I think in answering Chairman Camp earlier you established the 

fact that of the Nation’s 2.7 million uninsured from 18 to 35 years 
of age, you are not going to reveal numbers on who has enrolled 
in that age group until sometime in mid-November. Is that correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, sir, mid-November. 
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Mr. BOUSTANY. Okay. Same goes for applicants? You will have 
no metrics on the number of applicants in that age group? 

Ms. TAVENNER. We will release our metrics in mid-November. 
Mr. BOUSTANY. Okay. How confident are you that those in this 

age group will actually sign up for the exchanges given that they 
don’t actually get information on the plans unless they actually go 
through the application process? 

Ms. TAVENNER. You know, we have actually had feedback from 
individuals who have worked through the application process, who 
have signed up, and there has been good representation, good sto-
ries in the young age group as well. 

Mr. BOUSTANY. I mean this is a tech-savvy group. They are al-
ready being confronted with a major barrier with the Web site 
problems. And as you said earlier, ACA is much more than a Web 
site. I mean, we all know that they are going to see higher pre-
miums, particularly in that age group. There has been a number 
of reports and studies that demonstrate that is going to be the 
case. 

Clearly, the penalty is much lower than the cost of the insurance. 
And knowing something about the behavior of this age group, I 
have real concerns that we are going to see some adverse selection. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Well, Congressman, I would remind you in this 
age group many of them will be eligible for tax credits. So that will 
also help with their premium costs. And also for those under the 
age of 30, there is an alternate catastrophic plan. 

Mr. BOUSTANY. I understand. But if the premiums go up, then 
that means the subsidies go up. Is that correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Well, the subsidies are based on your income. 
Mr. BOUSTANY. Right. But if your income is what it is, and 

your premiums are going up, and we know there is upward pres-
sure on premiums, then subsidies go up. 

Ms. TAVENNER. But I will remind you what we saw in the pre-
miums, which are locked and loaded for 2014, has actually been 
about 18 percent below what CBO estimates were for premium in-
creases. So we have a good story to tell there. 

Mr. BOUSTANY. But we see other evidence going longer term 
that we are going to see upward pressure on premiums as a result 
of the construct of this law. I have spent 30 years in medicine. I 
understand what this is going to do. And I have very deep concerns 
about what we are going to see with premium costs. But as pre-
mium costs go up, subsidies go up. That means the burden on the 
taxpayer goes up. That means deficits go up. 

Ms. TAVENNER. So I will remind you that premiums were going 
up at double-digit increases prior to the Affordable Care Act. And 
what we are actually seeing is a moderation in premium increases 
for the last 3 years. 

Mr. BOUSTANY. That is a false dichotomy, I mean, because 
there are other solutions to getting premiums down and actually 
lowering costs. So I don’t accept that as a complete answer on the 
cost of these premiums. 

Let me ask you this. Transparency is clearly very, very impor-
tant. And will you or HHS or CMS, somebody in the administration 
provide information on the taxpayer’s cost with regard to these 
subsidies for 2015 and beyond? 
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Ms. TAVENNER. I am sure that part of our information in re-
ports we produce will include that information to you, yes, at the 
time. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. 
Mr. Larson. 
Mr. LARSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to associate myself with the remarks of Mr. Thomp-

son and Mr. Neal, and focus on an area that I think this committee 
could become eminently involved in. 

First, I would like to point out what a success Connecticut has 
been. I want to commend Governor Malloy and Lieutenant Gov-
ernor Wyman, who have headed that up with Kevin Counihan. Tre-
mendous success, including more than a third of the people that 
have signed up for the program are under age 35. And so it dem-
onstrates that when you are working together and cooperating, 
that indeed these things can work. 

And as Mr. Neal pointed out, the thing that is astonishing from 
a Democratic view, if Democrats were to have their way in health 
care we would have had Medicare for all or a single-payer system. 
Instead, we opted for coming together and ending up with a pro-
gram that was idea of the concept was the Heritage Foundation, 
piloted by a Republican governor in a Democratic State. And so we 
come up with a private sector initiative. 

Here is the deal. The deal is this: that if this committee were to 
approach this issue the same way we did tax reform and say the 
following, we are going to take the very best of the public health 
system, the very best that the public health system can offer, in-
cluding the National Institute of Science, the National Institute of 
Health, the Center for Disease Control, everything that our public 
health systems within our State has brought together over these 
many years, and then do that in combination with the private sec-
tor so that we can take the entrepreneurial advantage that the pri-
vate sector can bring to this remedy, and then take science and 
technology, most notably the genomic project that is currently 
going on that has untold benefits. 

What the American people want to see is to help them out, to 
solve their problem, to help them get better health care. They don’t 
want to see this endless tastes great, less filling debate from the 
committee. I challenge the chairman, let’s do what we did with tax 
reform. Let’s break down into individual groups and solve this 
problem together so that we are taking the best of the public sec-
tor, the best of the private sector, and all that innovation, tech-
nology can bring to bear on changing the paradigm for the Amer-
ican citizen so it is their health and well-being that becomes the 
focus, not the ideology of either party, but the health and well- 
being of the American citizen. 

That is what this should be about. And we can do it. And by tak-
ing both sides of what both parties and both ideas can bring to this 
discussion, the best of the private sector, the best of the public sec-
tor, and everything that science and technology and innovation can 
provide. 

There is more than $800 billion annually in waste and ineffi-
ciency. This is the most inefficient economic system in the world. 
Can’t we come together to solve that? Use this committee to lead 
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the way and set the example for what regular order can provide by 
challenging everybody to sit down, as we have in tax reform, and 
come up with a solution for the American public, not this ongoing 
debate. 

Chairman CAMP. The time has expired. 
Mr. Roskam. 
Mr. ROSKAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Administrator, thanks for your time today. 
So I have an independent recollection of driving around 

Chicagoland, I represent the western suburbs, and it was June of 
2009. President Obama was in town giving the speech to the AMA. 
I knew I was going to be called on to make some comments after-
wards. So I am listening to it on the radio. I am on Michigan Ave-
nue, downtown Chicago, I am listening, I am listening, I am listen-
ing. And the President says this. It is a paragraph that you are fa-
miliar with, but I want to revisit it with you now in light of con-
stituent contacts that I have had. He said this: ‘‘I know that there 
are millions of Americans who are content with their health care 
coverage. They like their plan and they value their relationship 
with their doctor. That means that no matter how we reform 
health care, we will keep this promise: If you like your doctor, you 
will be able to keep your doctor, period.’’ No parentheses, no excla-
mations, no asterisks, period. 

Continuing: ‘‘If you like your health care plan, you will be able 
to keep your health care plan, period. No one will take it away no 
matter what. My view is that health care reform should be guided 
by a simple principle: Fix what is broken and build on what 
works.’’ 

That was a declarative statement by the President of the United 
States selling, in anticipation, the passage of the Affordable Care 
Act. That deeply resonated with a lot of folks. He repeated it, re-
peated it, repeated it. Made other claims, like it is going to save 
$2,500 on average per family and so forth. 

So here is my point. Diane Isser from Hoffman Estates is a 57- 
year old breast cancer survivor. It was reasonable for her to as-
sume, based on the plain language of the President, not subsequent 
parsing, but the plain language of the President, that she would 
get to keep her coverage. And here is her new reality. She gets the 
letter from Blue Cross Blue Shield that says that they are unable 
to offer that coverage. Her rate goes from 363 a month to 713 a 
month, almost doubling. Now, she had a preexisting condition, so 
this is not a question of whether her breast cancer was covered or 
not. She is being moved into a Gold plan, which presupposes that 
she had decent coverage from before. 

Can you understand the level of frustration and concern about 
what many Americans perceive to be a false claim from the admin-
istration? Not that it was somehow changed or now that, well, we 
have got this wonderful plan for your life that says we know better 
than you, we are going to tell you what kind of coverage you want. 
Diane knows exactly the type of coverage she wants. So that is one 
concern. 

The other concern is, you have alluded to it, is the Web site. I 
have got another constituent, Denise Banages, from Lake in the 
Hills, who is a professional in this arena and has spent countless 
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hours advising clients. And, you know, the advice is take screen 
shots, protect yourself, and so forth. 

My time has expired. But can you understand at least the level 
of frustration based on the claim of the President of the United 
States that people were going to be able to keep what they had and 
it is not turning out to be true as they understood that statement? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I understand that for about 86 percent of 
America that had employer-sponsored insurance and they were sat-
isfied with those plans and they still have those plans. What we 
were dealing with in the Affordable Care Act is the individual mar-
ket where the constituent you talk about is lucky, she was able to 
have insurance. Many people were blocked out due to preexisting, 
due to other issues. And that is what we were trying to fix. That 
is what I understand. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. 
Mr. Blumenauer is recognized. 
Mr. BLUMENAUER. So if I ask a 3-minute question will the Ad-

ministrator have a chance to answer also? 
Chairman CAMP. Give it a try and we will see. 
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to just dive in a little bit to follow up on what my 

friend Peter was talking about, and, frankly, the sheriff who was 
acting like a district attorney with you a little while ago. Have we 
ever had the ability to force a doctor to stay in a particular plan? 
Is that sometimes beyond the control of the patient and the doctor 
in terms of networks? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is correct. Doctors have always had to in-
dividually negotiate. 

Mr. BLUMENAUER. So we can have a framework, but you are 
not going to be able to force doctors to stay or insurance companies 
to keep them. They change all the time, don’t they? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is correct. 
Mr. BLUMENAUER. And this notion that somehow we would 

force insurance companies to never change policies. Haven’t we 
seen a third to two-thirds of the individual market change in the 
course of a year for the typical patient? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Absolutely. 
Mr. BLUMENAUER. So it is not anything that my friend from 

the State of Washington, which has 7 million people, arguably at 
least a million households are either uninsured or in the individual 
market, that they would see several hundred thousand people 
every year who would have those individual policies change. Is that 
not true? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is true. Prior to the Affordable Care Act, 
what they were assured of is they had to worry about were they 
going to lose their coverage, what was going to happen with pre-
miums. And they were still going through a churn of at least 50 
percent a year. What we have done is we have stabilized the pre-
miums, we no longer allow denial for any preexisting, and we are 
creating a more competitive market. And Washington is a great ex-
ample. 

Mr. BLUMENAUER. And many of these people who are subject 
to the churn, it is because they find out that they actually try and 
use the insurance—— 
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Ms. TAVENNER. That is right. 
Mr. BLUMENAUER [continuing]. And they find out, wait a 

minute, it is great insurance until you get sick, or until you bump 
up against artificially low caps, or having moving targets as insur-
ance companies do deeper dives about eligibility. Isn’t that part of 
the churn? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is true. 
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Is that going to be possible anymore, that 

people will have limits and get thrown off, that people will be able 
to go back into the history and throw them off? 

Ms. TAVENNER. They will not. They will not be able. 
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Mr. Chairman, part of what is I find a lit-

tle disconcerting is that people are in a never never world where 
they think that in the past we have been able to force insurance 
companies to continue to offer, that they have been able to force 
doctors to be in the networks. And this is entirely consistent with 
the intent of the Affordable Care Act, is to give them superior in-
surance without those problems. And I do think that we are not 
really talking about apples and oranges. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will yield back. 
Chairman CAMP. Thank you. 
Mr. Gerlach for 3 minutes. 
Mr. GERLACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you for testifying today, Ms. Tavenner. 
First, I want to go back to a question raised by Congressman 

Nunes, who was following up on a question by Chairman Camp 
about the release of the numbers as the total number of enrollees 
to date, and you said bottom line you are not going to release those 
numbers until mid-November. Then in response to Congressman 
Nunes’ question, you specifically said we made a group decision not 
to do that, not to release them until mid-November. Who was part 
of that group to make that decision? What were the individuals 
that were part of that group’s decision? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think it was in response to the question was 
did the Secretary or the White House direct me. And the answer 
to that was no, this was a group decision. We actually sat down 
with the Secretary and talked about what would make sense in 
terms of when we would release. 

Mr. GERLACH. So who was the group. That is what I am ask-
ing. Individually, who made up that group? 

Ms. TAVENNER. These were different components within HHS, 
different operating divisions. And then obviously we had conversa-
tions with White House staff as well. 

Mr. GERLACH. Okay. And who was the White House staff you 
had conversations with? 

Ms. TAVENNER. This would be members of the Domestic Policy 
Council, it could have been members of the budget office. 

Mr. GERLACH. Who are their names? Do you recall? 
Ms. TAVENNER. No, I don’t recall. These were different series 

of meetings where we had a discussion about this. 
Mr. GERLACH. Aware of any memos or email exchanges to that 

regard between the different component group members? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I am not sure, but I am happy to go back and 

take a look at that. 
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Mr. GERLACH. Okay. If you can take a look at all of those 
emails and memos, and if you have those please share those with 
the committee if you would. 

Secondly, in your testimony you indicate that the problems that 
are being experienced with the Web site is based, quote, ‘‘Unfortu-
nately, on a subset of contracts for HealthCare.gov that have not 
met expectations.’’ Is it the contracts that have not met the expec-
tations or is it the contractors implementing the contracts that 
have not met expectations? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I am not sure which quote you are referring to. 
Mr. GERLACH. It is on the bottom of page two of your testi-

mony. 
Ms. TAVENNER. Okay. All right. 
Mr. GERLACH. Quote, ‘‘Unfortunately, a subset of those con-

tracts for HealthCare.gov have not met expectations.’’ So is it the 
contracts that have not met expectations or was it the specifica-
tions of those contracts were not properly developed and properly 
executed or properly implemented? Or is it the contractors them-
selves that took a good contract and have not performed properly? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So I think that in the case of the FFM site is 
what I was referring to, and we have been working with the con-
tractor. We have had some issues with timing of delivery. 

Mr. GERLACH. Who is that contractor? 
Ms. TAVENNER. That contractor is CGI. 
Mr. GERLACH. Okay. So it is the contractor in that instance 

that is not meeting expectations? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. But we are working with them. 
Mr. GERLACH. Okay. Are there provisions in the contract with 

that company that if it fails to perform in any substantive way that 
it is to repay or refund back to the government for funds that you 
have allocated to it for the purpose of performance? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I can get you the details on that. 
Mr. GERLACH. Okay. There is also a tech surge underway. 
Chairman CAMP. I am afraid time has expired. 
Mr. Pascrell is recognized. 
Mr. PASCRELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Despite our Democrats’ opposition to Part D 10 years ago, we 

committed to making the best of the program. And because of all 
the changes that have occurred on the Part D prescription pro-
gram, 90 percent of seniors right now are satisfied. And why are 
they satisfied? Well, in my district, before that vote, I made seniors 
know that I was going to vote no and oppose, and I told them the 
two reasons. The gap, the donut hole when you are paying for pre-
miums and you are not getting any benefits. That was horrendous. 
And number two, an outside source was not sitting down and being 
the third party to negotiate the prices of prescription drugs. 

So it lost. We lost the policy fight. And what did we do? We went 
back to our districts and we told our seniors, although we voted no, 
we personally believe and will work with the Bush administration 
to make it work. That is what we did. And how many of you stood 
up to do that? None. Zero. Zero. 

Let’s talk. Let’s not water the wine here. Let’s say it like it is. 
You refused to expand, many of these governors, Medicaid, they re-
fused to set up State marketplaces, and leaving millions of dollars 
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in outreach on the table and education funding. And what hap-
pens? 

Well, to those I say this, and to you I say this, who I deeply re-
spect, here and off the floor of the committee and off the floor of 
the House: What are you going to do about the approximately 17 
million children with preexisting conditions who can no longer be 
denied health insurance coverage? You want to go back? You want 
to say you are no longer covered any longer? You are going to tell 
the parents of those kids? Which one of you is going to stand up 
and tell the parents of those children the game is over, sorry, that 
was just a phase we were going through? 

Mr. GRIFFIN. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. PASCRELL. Yes, I will. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. I would just tell you that—— 
Mr. PASCRELL. Where are you? 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Right here. You asked a question, I am going to 

answer it. It is a false choice to say it is Obamacare or nothing. 
There are numerous proposals, including the one that I am a co-
sponsor of that deals with preexisting conditions. 

Mr. PASCRELL. Let me take back the time, sir. Let me take the 
time back. Are you serious, what you just said? Are you really seri-
ous? After what we have gone through, after what we have gone 
through in the last 31⁄2 years? You can sit there and say that you 
had a legitimate alternative after these years? We have gone 
through 44 votes, 48 votes now of you trying to dismantle this leg-
islation. You call that cooperation? I don’t. I don’t call that coopera-
tion. 

Mr. GRIFFIN. Will the gentleman yield? You are asking a ques-
tion. 

Chairman CAMP. The gentleman’s time has expired. 
Dr. Price is recognized. 
Mr. PRICE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Welcome, Madam Administrator. I appreciate your testimony 

today and the work that you are doing. I think the American peo-
ple are looking in at this hearing and just shaking their heads. I 
spent over 20 years taking care of patients, and this is about pa-
tients. And what we on this side of the aisle want is the highest 
quality of care for all Americans, a system that is affordable and 
accessible and provides the greatest number of choices and con-
tinues innovation in our health care arena so that folks can have 
the highest quality of care. 

But our belief is firmly, and I think that it is playing out now, 
is that the ACA violates every one of those principles. That is why 
we oppose this policy. 

There is not enough time, Mr. Chairman, to correct all of the 
record that has been stated, but here is an article from the New 
York Post I would like to insert into the record. Elderly New York-
ers are in a panic after getting notices that insurance companies 
are booting their doctors from the program as a result of the shift-
ing landscape under Obamacare. Quote, ‘‘UnitedHealthcare told Dr. 
Leibowitz that because of ‘significant changes and pressures in the 
health care environment’ he would be getting the ax on January 1.’’ 
Not that they were trying to force him into it, but that he would 
be getting kicked off the program. 
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Forcing insurance companies to change their plan? You bet they 
are. Here is from CareFirst Maryland. An individual sent me this 
letter. Quote, ‘‘The ACA requires you to pick a new plan to main-
tain coverage because your current plan will cease to exist at the 
time of your renewal through the ACA.’’ 

Chairman CAMP. Without objection, the letters will be in the 
record. 

[The information follows:] 
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Mr. PRICE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have some specific questions I would like to have you answer. 

When did CMS become aware of the problems with the Web site? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I think CMS became aware of the problems 

within the first week, when we had the volume surge. 
Mr. PRICE. CMS didn’t have a clue that there was going to be 

a problem on October 1, when the Web site went live. Is that cor-
rect? 

Ms. TAVENNER. The problems that we saw in the first week we 
attributed to volume. Once the volume started to back down—— 

Mr. PRICE. How about before October 1, was there any sense at 
all that there were going to be problems with the Web site? 

Ms. TAVENNER. No. There are always going to be issues with 
a new Web site, what I would call the customary glitches that you 
see, but no, not this. 

Mr. PRICE. Did you have any meetings with the White House 
prior to the rollout date on October 1 to inform them of any prob-
lem that you anticipated? 

Ms. TAVENNER. No, not of any problems I anticipated. I talked 
earlier about programs that we decided to delay, the SHOP, the 
Spanish. 

Mr. PRICE. Have you been involved with any conversations with 
Secretary Sebelius or the administration about delaying the indi-
vidual mandate? 

Ms. TAVENNER. About delaying the individual mandate? No. 
We have discussed the individual mandate at some degree, but not 
about delaying it. 

Mr. PRICE. There was a hearing last week in Energy and Com-
merce. CGI, one of the contractors, said that there is hidden source 
code on the site that says applicants have no reasonable expecta-
tion of privacy and that this was due to a decision that CMS made. 
Did you all make that decision? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I will have to get back to you on that. I am 
not sure what they were talking about in that comment. 

Mr. PRICE. Thank you. My time has expired. 
Chairman CAMP. Thank you. 
Mr. Crowley. 
Mr. CROWLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Tavenner, I think you have noticed, and I have lost count at 

22, I think you were asked 22 times when the information will be 
available. Just to clarify for the last time, that information will be 
available sometime at the end of November. Is that correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is what I said, mid-November, many 
times. 

Mr. CROWLEY. I want to make this clear to all my colleagues. 
The information, so we can be clear, will be available at the end 
of November. Is that correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Mid-November. 
Mr. CROWLEY. Mid-November. I am sorry. I was a little early. 

Mid-November. I had to get it straight for myself as well. I appre-
ciate that. 

Now, you understand that this is from the same party that at-
tempted to repeal the Affordable Care Act over 40 times? You un-
derstand that, don’t you? 
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Ms. TAVENNER. I do understand that. 
Mr. CROWLEY. So you understand that repetition is a part of 

the rote here, that the more you ask it, the more you try to repeal 
things, maybe you feel better about it, but I wanted to be cognizant 
of that. 

Ms. Tavenner, you mentioned that over 700,000 people have com-
pleted the application that then allows them to shop and compare 
plans with their exact prices and available tax credits. So does that 
show the system is working even with the problems that you have 
already started addressing? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, sir. The system is working. We would like 
it to work better, and that is what we have committed to do by the 
end of November. 

Mr. CROWLEY. So really the key measures right now are the in-
terest in the site is so impressive in terms of how many people are 
beginning to take the first steps of the process to for the first time 
afford insurance for themselves in this country. Is that correct? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is correct. 
Mr. CROWLEY. Ms. Tavenner, you are aware that every Mem-

ber on that side of the aisle, the Republican side of the aisle, to a 
person is opposed to the Affordable Care Act? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CROWLEY. You don’t have to answer the question. I am 

being a little rhetorical. 
Do you understand that they don’t want you to succeed? You 

don’t have to answer that question. They shut down the govern-
ment of the United States of America in an attempt to repeal the 
Affordable Care Act. It doesn’t pass the laugh test that they some-
how care about getting this right, or you in your performance as 
Administrator, of getting this right and making sure that this 
health care law is enacted properly. 

We Democrats are looking for problems to fix. My Republican col-
leagues, when it comes to this issue of the Affordable Care Act, 
they are looking for problems to exploit. 

We can fix a broken Web site. What we cannot fix are broken 
ideas and a broken agenda, and that is what they have offered to 
the American people. I am not asking you to comment. I am just 
making a rhetorical statement and questions to you. But it is very 
sad. They have nothing to offer, and therefore they will attack and 
tear down. It is much easier to tear down the building than to 
build a building up. And I appreciate the work that you are doing 
to get this right, to make it work for the American people. 

And with that, I yield back the balance of my time. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. 
Mr. Buchanan and then I will go to Mr. Smith. So Mr. Buchanan 

is recognized. 
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And welcome, Madam Administrator. 
Last week in Florida—I represent a part of Florida, but obviously 

looking at Florida as the only member of the Ways and Means 
there—we had over 300,000 people have been notified, some can-
cellations, some adjustments, they claim, to their thing. That is one 
carrier, Blue Cross Blue Shield, so it is probably hundreds of thou-
sands more than that. And it seems it is this one group in general, 
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not just in Florida, but across the country got reported yesterday, 
I think, which are independent contractors. You might look at a 
group like realtors, for example, that are self-employed, that they 
are the most at risk in terms of their insurance or trying to find 
insurance. They are getting the cancellations. 

And then a part of that report, as you probably know or read, 
is that they have known about it for 3 years, the administration 
has known about it. Are they going to come forward and just ex-
press the concern about this one category, I think it is 16 million 
people, up to 80 percent are at risk that might lose their insur-
ance? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I am not sure what question you are asking. 
Mr. BUCHANAN. I am just talking about people that are inde-

pendent contractors, like realtors, one segment that are getting no-
tices from Blue Cross Blue Shield. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Right. 
Mr. BUCHANAN. One of the gentleman mentioned from Wash-

ington, but in Florida last week we got 300,000 notices from Blue 
Cross Blue Shield. It seems like it is concentrated on the small 
business person, you know, someone that is a sole proprietor or an 
independent contractor. 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think the individuals who are getting these 
notices tend to be small business or individually insured. But I am 
not aware of realtors or any one group, but I can check into that. 

Mr. BUCHANAN. The other thing I wanted to mention, you said 
that you thought in the last couple, 3 years that rates have mod-
erated. I can just tell you they have been going up 20, 25 percent 
in my district, in the last 3 years on average. They have got them 
down somewhat, they have made some adjustments. 

The other point I just wanted to mention, I think you said, I am 
trying to quote what you said, you thought the system is working? 
Did you say that, that you thought the system, the ACA, is work-
ing? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think we have seen a lot of improvements in 
the ACA, yes, sir. 

Mr. BUCHANAN. Let me tell you, it is a public relations night-
mare. I hope that you honestly don’t feel that you think the system 
is working. This is just an incredibly bad rollout. There is a lot that 
needs to be done. I can’t imagine how you could think that the sys-
tem is working. 

And my concern is, frankly, with such bad experience, so many 
people going to the site, trying to get on and get insurance, why 
would they want to get involved in a product, if they have had such 
a bad experience up front, I have been in business 30 years, why 
would you want to get involved in a company or a product that in 
the next 2 or 3 years, or you have a concern or an issue, that you 
might get the same treatment where you can’t get ahold of any-
body? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Well, I think if you talk to individuals who 
have successfully enrolled, they will tell you they are quite satisfied 
with what they were able to get in terms of pricing and product. 

Mr. BUCHANAN. My sense, 70, 80 percent of people have not 
been able to get through. And I don’t know how they can feel good 
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about moving forward with health care if they can’t get even get 
online to do business. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. Mr. Smith is recognized. 
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thank you to Administrator Tavenner for sharing your in-

sights here today. And I have heard from many citizens about this 
transition, and they are seeing higher premiums, higher 
deductibles, higher copays, and yet we hear that you are saying the 
premiums are actually going down. 

Could you assure some of these Americans that are seeing higher 
premiums, virtually less coverage than they were previously experi-
encing, could you assure them that their premiums will be going 
down over time? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So I can tell you that what I said is that com-
pared to CBO estimates the premiums had actually come in about 
18 percent less than CBO estimates. The other comment that I 
made is, if you look at large group insurance, that what we are see-
ing are some of the lowest trends in terms of premium increases, 
somewhere between 4 and 5 percent. So I can tell you based on 
trends, yes, it is coming down. 

Mr. SMITH. Now, I have also heard from some citizens who went 
to the Web site with employer-provided coverage for that employee, 
but that employee had a family and he wanted to investigate in 
terms of whether or not in qualifying the exchange for the subsidy, 
and was virtually unable to do so. 

Ms. TAVENNER. So what we have encouraged, there are some 
complicated families who are always going to need assistance, and 
that is why we have encouraged the use of the call center. There 
are some folks that when they complete the application they are 
going to have some difficult question and they are going to need to 
work with an in-person assistant. And so that is why the call cen-
ter exists, and it is available 24/7, and a lot of folks are using it. 

Mr. SMITH. The tax credit that you mentioned, basically sug-
gesting that it is a remedy for some of the increased costs through 
the ACA, is that accurate? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I didn’t say it was an increased remedy. I said 
it is assistance to those individuals at lower income levels. If you 
talk to people about why they don’t have health insurance, there 
are two reasons: they can’t afford it and they are embarrassed to 
admit that they don’t have it. So we are trying to help both. We 
are trying to get information out there that it is available to every-
one and we are trying to help them with the cost. 

Mr. SMITH. On the dates that you established, the mid-Novem-
ber for the numbers of participants—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. 
Mr. SMITH [continuing]. Reaching coverage through the Web 

site, and then also November 30th for other problems being rec-
tified—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. 
Mr. SMITH [continuing]. How did you arrive at those dates? 
Ms. TAVENNER. So we have said all along that we would have 

information available on enrollment and other metrics after the 
end of the first month. So the first month closes obviously this 
Thursday, so we will work with States to put together metrics that 
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will be available in mid-November. That is something we have 
talked about for months internally. That was an operations deci-
sion. 

And then the second question, how we came about identifying 
the problems in the system and deciding the end of November is 
actually sitting down and looking at the problems, deciding how 
long it would take us to correct them, how long it would take for 
us to add the other issues, which are the issues of SHOP, Spanish, 
et cetera, and that is how we came up with the end of November. 
It wasn’t just us. We also worked with the technical experts. That 
is part of the tech surge that you have read about. 

Mr. SMITH. All right. Thank you. 
Chairman CAMP. Ms. Schwartz is recognized. 
Ms. SCHWARTZ. Thank you. 
And thank you for this opportunity. And thank you for being 

here. We didn’t talk about it too much, but a bit this morning, but 
really the purpose of this hearing is to really acknowledge the dif-
ficulties and really a deeply troubling initial rollout of the Web site 
that is supposed to enable all of our constituents and Americans to 
access health care coverage in these health care marketplaces. And 
the fact is, and you acknowledged some of this, there have been in-
excusable and unacceptable rollout of the launch of this market-
place. And as you know, millions of Americans, and they are in all 
of our districts, are anxious to obtain the information on the op-
tions for affordable coverage with the consumer protections that 
you have pointed out. 

We saw this interest when millions of Americans went online on 
1 day, October 1, 2013. And the fact is that the administration 
really failed these Americans. They really had an experience they 
should not have had. Americans failed to be able to access the in-
formation on these options and to be able to enroll the way they 
expected to and hoped for. 

The administration has failed to properly test the Web site, at 
least that is the way it has been reported, failed to take action to 
recognize and fix these problems along the way. And you did in the 
beginning acknowledge that this initial experience was not a posi-
tive one and essentially apologized. So I appreciate that, and I 
think so do they. 

But you also have to acknowledge that that initial experience has 
actually done some damage to Americans’ confidence in this Web 
site, in the marketplace, and even potentially the options that they 
would have available to get health coverage. So this is not only an 
opportunity for millions of uninsured and underinsured Americans 
to get affordable, meaningful health coverage, but it is also an obli-
gation under law to make sure that this Web site works, because 
that is the way they are going to find out their options and to be 
able to enroll. 

So, you know, going forward, there can be just no more excuses. 
We need to hear from you that there is actually a path forward. 
And you can be as specific and explicit as you possibly can be with 
us and with the public to help regain our confidence and the 
public’s confidence in the ability of the administration and these 
subcontractors and contractors to get this right. 
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We have heard reports of a lack of coordination in implementing 
these different contracts. Can you speak to—and, again, if you 
could be specific about this—because I want to be able to go home 
and to be able to say this is going to work. And it has to work, be-
cause that is the way Americans will access this information and 
be able to sign up. And we all know those people who are under-
insured, uninsured, and they are looking for these options. 

So you need to give us some more explicit information about how 
you are going to better implement and better coordinate these con-
tractors to get this right for the American people. 

Ms. TAVENNER. And that is the information in my opening 
statement. We obviously brought on QSSI to serve in the general 
contractor role. We at CMS have been doing that, which is not 
unique. CMS tends to oversee most programs. But because of what 
I consider the failures in the initial rollout, we felt we needed to 
bring on additional expertise, so we have brought that on in terms 
of QSSI, which will be accountable to me. Obviously I am account-
able for this. So I think that is one of the big things. 

The second thing is we have identified two what I will call cat-
egory issues. One had to do with system performance and speed. 
So these were actually people who could complete applications and 
do the work, yet the system was just slow. And we are an impa-
tient society. So we have added capacity and other things to deal 
with that. And persistent performance. And I have some metrics 
there. 

But on the other side are what I will call the defects, like the 
sticking in the application, where we are actually going through 
punch lists. And we are starting, and I hope you have noticed this, 
to do daily tech blogs, daily tech updates with the press to try to 
be more transparent about the problems and how we are fixing 
them so that you see continuous improvement. 

Ms. SCHWARTZ. Which we appreciate. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. And time has expired, so you will 

have to supplement anything further. 
Ms. SCHWARTZ. It will be helpful to have that. Thank you. 
Chairman CAMP. Thank you. 
Mr. Paulsen. 
Mr. PAULSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Tavenner, thanks for being. I know you have got a tough job. 
You know, before October I think much of the public was looking 

at the whole debate about Obamacare or the Affordable Care Act 
as some big political heated argument up on Capitol Hill, and, you 
know, many independent analysts for a long time, many years have 
been predicting that there are actually going to be higher pre-
miums, these cancellations were going to be coming, you weren’t 
going to be able to keep your doctor or your health insurance even 
though that was the promise that was laid out by the President in 
his State of the Union speech a long time ago. 

And now these are being confirmed from our constituents. I 
mean, directly from our constituents we are hearing these stories 
about these challenges and their own expenses. And I look at Tricia 
from Bloomington, who contacted me, and she says her rates are 
going up 30 percent in January, and she has been looking at the 
exchange options and the available plans, but they are even more 
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expensive. I have also heard from Susan and Roger who are in 
Chanhassen. They like the plan they are on, they have been on it 
for a few years, the rates have been going on previously, but now 
they are going to go up another 20 percent. And the insurance com-
pany notes that a lot of that is due to the regulations associated 
with the Affordable Care Act. And they have looked at plans on the 
exchange as well, and they are more expensive, it is not the cov-
erage they want. And they also have concerns about keeping their 
information private. And they don’t qualify for the subsidies that 
are offered as well. 

But let me ask this question, because I want to better under-
stand how the administration came up with the November 30 date 
or deadline, because that is the new date, the October 1 has been 
moved to November 30. Jeff Zients has been hired now as kind of 
leading the effort. He said he has hired a new general contractor, 
they have a punch list of things to get done. So they have got mile-
stones, testing dates, specific projects that need to get done. 

Can you tell us a little bit more about what the administration 
did to lead to the conclusion that the exchanges now would be 
ready to go on November 30 and can you provide a list of the punch 
list items to the committee? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So, yes, I can provide a punch list and some 
of the work that we are doing, that is not a problem, and I can give 
regular updates to the committee. 

But how we came up with the November 30 date is we actually 
pulled in a team of external experts to take a look at the system, 
look at the problems, say, is it fixable and how long does it take? 
So that is the process. So you will see continuous improvement 
week over week, and we can give you some of those milestones. 

Mr. PAULSEN. Okay. So for 3 years we have been preparing for 
October 1. Now we have got 2 months going into November 30. 
How do you know the schedule is going to be kept on November 
30, and what happens if you miss that date? What happens if you 
miss November 30? 

Ms. TAVENNER. The system is working. It is just not working 
as smoothly or as consistently as we want. So the system is built. 
The hub is working. We were able to correct the create account 
issue, which was a big sticking point in the beginning, and so now 
we are doing the rest of the fixes and improving system perform-
ance. 

Mr. PAULSEN. If you could provide a punch list to the com-
mittee, I think that would be very helpful as we move forward to 
the November 30 deadline. 

I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman CAMP. Mr. Marchant. 
Mr. MARCHANT. We have reached out to our constituents to 

find out what they are experiencing trying to comply with the law. 
These are people that recognize it is the law, they are trying to 
comply, and they are frustrated. 

The first group basically is getting on the Web site, sometimes 
it is taking hours, sometimes it is taking several days, but they are 
finally getting on there, and they are finding that they can get 
care, but that their premiums are raised significantly, sometimes 
double. That is the first group that we are hearing from. 
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The second group is a group that is receiving a cancellation from 
their insurance company. That prompts them to begin to think 
about it. They begin to think about complying with the law. These 
are not rebellious people. These are people that really sincerely are 
trying to comply with the law. And they are finding out that they 
can’t keep their insurance company, they can’t keep their doctor, 
and they genuinely believed the President when he said that they 
could. And these are people that now are very, very frustrated. 
They are going through this process. They are very angry, to begin 
with. Then they are very frustrated. And then they get into a very 
fearful state, because they are realizing that they have been told 
that the Web site will be up and running by November the 30th, 
but they are also confusing—maybe they are confusing the date 
that they must be signed up by December the 15th to have their 
policy go into effect on January the 1st. And most of them are expe-
riencing some fear that they are going to genuinely have a gap in 
their service; regardless of the prices and the conditions, that they 
are going to have a gap in their service. And I think that is some-
thing you should really be concerned about, that there is going to 
be a huge gap. 

The last group that I am hearing from, in Texas, we have worked 
for years to come up with a high risk pool, and we have a group 
of people that are not on Medicare, they are not on Medicaid, they 
are uninsurable, they have chronic illnesses, and they are very vul-
nerable. 

Is there some effort being made by your organization to reach out 
specifically to those State high risk pools and give them some addi-
tional assistance and pay some close attention to that group? Be-
cause that group in many instances is the most vulnerable of any 
group in America. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. And let me remind you, this is the group 
that in previous years, before the Affordable Care Act, would have 
had no options, and now they are insurable. And these are folks 
that we are reaching out to. We are running the high risk pools in 
many States, but we also coordinate that with States who are run-
ning their own to help them transfer into—— 

Mr. MARCHANT. But in my—— 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Time has expired. 
Mr. Davis. 
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you very much for being here and answering our ques-

tions. 
In Illinois, quite frankly, the launch has gone extremely well. As 

of October the 21st, almost 300,000 unique visitors had gone to get 
covered at Illinois.gov, with 132,344 visitors participating in the 
plan comparison screener on the Web site. Over 8,000 people called 
the Get Covered call center since its launch. The Medicaid expan-
sion has been a huge success, as evidenced by approximately 
100,000 people signing up for CountyCare prior to the October 1 
launch date. This is a special waiver through which residents of 
Cook County can enroll early and start receiving health coverage 
in 2013 through Cook County facilities. In January, they will be 
rolled over into the regular Medicaid program. 
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Another innovative program in Illinois was an express enroll-
ment process for SNAP recipients. In August, the State of Illinois 
sent a notice to about 123,000 SNAP recipients, that is, households 
with single adults, not disabled, offering them an option for express 
enrollment in the newly eligible group by signing and returning a 
form. As of October the 21st, the State had received about 46,000 
of those forms back and about 26,000 people have been enrolled, 
and they are in the process of enrolling the rest. 

Finally, the State has launched a new smart online application 
system called ABE.Illinois.gov, Application for Benefit Eligibility. 
The new site was launched October the 1st, and the Web site has 
been functioning smoothly. The most recent data shows that 47,766 
accounts have been created on ABE, and 28,729 applications have 
been submitted for processing. 

And we looked at how our newspapers have expressed their anal-
ysis of what was taking place. The Northwest Herald reported that 
through only 2 days, Get Covered Illinois had more than 230,000 
visitors and nearly 800,000 page views with more than 5,000 appli-
cations. The Associated Press stated that Chicago hair stylist and 
bartender Mike Leon called the Federal call center after he tried 
the Federal Web site 5 days in a row and couldn’t get it to work. 
The call center staff helped him, and he got through in 2 minutes. 
So our experiences have been perhaps different. 

I thank you very much and yield back. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. 
Ms. Black is recognized. 
Mrs. BLACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thank you, Ms. Tavenner, for being here today. 
I want to go back to what Dr. Price said. This is really is about 

patients. And as a caregiver for over 40 years, I certainly know and 
have heard from my patients over the years about preexisting con-
ditions. And I do think that we probably could have fixed that 
without having a total government takeover, as we are seeing here. 
It is not about politics, it is about patients. 

And I want to go to something from my State. Since the October 
1 launch date, I have received overwhelming number of stories 
from my constituents with concerns about the health care law. In 
fact, in my own hometown newspaper, The Tennessean, they re-
ported that more than 28,000 Tennesseans are now losing access 
to the State-sponsored insurance program, which covered those 
with preexisting conditions, seniors, children, and small businesses. 
And one small business owner, Greg, from my district in Fairfield 
Glade, shared this story with me, and I want to share it with the 
committee: Diane, I operate a small painting business, and was 
very happy with the Cover Tennessee program for small businesses 
and their employees. It had a small copay and covered up to 
$25,000 each year. It covered 12 doctors visits and an annual phys-
ical at a reasonable cost. And this program is being cancelled effec-
tive January 2014 because it does not meet the minimum require-
ments of Obamacare. This directly contradicts the promise made by 
President Obama that we could keep our existing program. 

They had affordable health care that they liked, but they didn’t 
get to keep that. And I ask, is this right or is this just for this 
group of people? These 28,000 citizens of Tennessee are now forced 
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to find new coverage plans on the health care Web site that doesn’t 
work. So I think when we talk about fairness and justice, we have 
got to remember, there are people out there that this is not fair 
and this is not just for. 

But let me turn to another piece, and that is the implementation. 
We understand that the contractors who made the Web site did 
their own unit testing, but CMS was responsible for the end-to-end 
testing, or the system’s integrated testing, making sure that each 
unit worked properly with the next unit. Now, that testing failed. 
And every contractor has said that CMS made that decision to 
move forward with the launching of the Web site. And you claim 
that you didn’t know that there were surge problems with the Web 
site. But CMS is the project manager on this and CMS called the 
shots. So either there was incompetent management on your part 
or CMS’ part, those that you work with, or you ignored those fun-
damental concepts that were taken into account when the Web site 
of this complexity and size was built. 

I want to know why if sufficient systems integrated testing was 
not conducted and you made the decision to move forward with the 
Web site. So was there a systems integration testing that was actu-
ally done? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So the testing was actually done. We started 
testing almost immediately. It was kind of continuous testing. I 
think what you are asking is did we do the testing across the hub 
and all the agencies—— 

Mrs. BLACK. That is right. 
Ms. TAVENNER [continuing]. And the answer to that is yes. 

And so that was done. And then the question inside the FFM, did 
we do end-to-end testing in the FFM, and the answer to that is yes, 
that was done. 

Mrs. BLACK. Okay. So those tests were done, stress tests, load 
tests, how you accounted for and tested for peak hours? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. So stress testing and load testing were 
done. In retrospect, the volume was we were projecting about three 
times the volume that we ever saw on the Medicare Part D experi-
ence, because we were dealing with a much smaller population. So 
in the first few hours of the site it had probably five times the vol-
ume that we ever projected. So in retrospect, we could have done 
more about load testing. 

Mrs. BLACK. Mr. Chairman, I want to know if we can get a copy 
of those tests so that we can actually see what was done. 

Chairman CAMP. If you can make those results available to the 
committee, we would appreciate it. 

Ms. TAVENNER. [Nonverbal response.] 
Mrs. BLACK. Thank you. 
Chairman CAMP. Thank you. 
And Mr. Young is recognized. 
Mr. YOUNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thanks so much for being here, Ms. Tavenner. 
Ms. Tavenner, as a former project manager and management 

consultant, I am perplexed as to the genesis of some of these prob-
lems with respect to the Web site and the broader rollout, and so 
I would like to explore with you maybe what the problems were. 
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Let me step back and talk about the issue of openness and trans-
parency. It was CBS News that last week reported that as we went 
into the summer of 2012 there were certain key regulations that 
contractors were waiting on, they had to be issued in order for 
them to continue to do their work, put forward requirements for 
their IT systems and put together HealthCare.gov. Could we put 
up a slide, please, to illustrate some of the regulatory issuance pat-
tern? 

[Slide] 
Mr. YOUNG. We see that over the couple of years preceding the 

summer of 2012, we had 109 proposed regulations put forward by 
HHS. Then starting in the summer before the Presidential election 
we had zero regulations, all the way through the election. And 
since that time period we have seen 60 regulations put forward by 
HHS. 

So my question to you, Ms. Tavenner, is that—and CBS News 
did indicate that some of the rules were ready to go back in June 
or July, according to one insider that they quoted in their report— 
so why did HHS stop issuing regulations, as the person on the in-
side, the so-called quarterback of this Web site? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So the regulation process, I don’t know that at 
any point we stopped issuing regulations. As you can see, it has 
been a continuous process. The regulations, we were basically—— 

Mr. YOUNG. But there was a gap you see right up there. 
Ms. TAVENNER. I do see that gap. 
Mr. YOUNG. How do account for that? 
Ms. TAVENNER. That is like a 2-month gap. And I don’t know 

that that would be unusual. If we were to go back, and I am happy 
to go back and map the last 4 years, we have probably had 2- 
month gaps at other intervals. 

Mr. YOUNG. So you think CBS News missed that? 
Ms. TAVENNER. No. I don’t know what CBS News did. I am 

just telling you. We have had a continuous regulatory process going 
on. We have worked with the public. There is obviously a lot of 
back and forth between us and OMB in the regulation process. It 
is not unusual for a reg to take 2 months, 4 months, or longer. 

Mr. YOUNG. So you can assure us that partisan politics played 
absolutely no role in that? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think, again, the regulatory process was con-
tinuous. At no point were we not either working on white papers, 
proposed regs—— 

Mr. YOUNG. Right. 
Ms. TAVENNER [continuing]. Just getting the work done. 
Mr. YOUNG. As you know, as you have heard here today, there 

are real consequences to our constituents for the failures and short-
comings of this Web site. You have acknowledged that. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Let me talk to you about the Web site. 
Mr. YOUNG. Well, I have got limited time, so I am going to 

move on. 
Ms. TAVENNER. Well, I thought you wanted me to explain the 

problems with the Web site. 
Mr. YOUNG. One of my constituents—— 
Ms. TAVENNER. Do you want me to explain the problems with 

the Web site? 
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Mr. YOUNG. Submit supplemental material. 
Ms. TAVENNER. First of all, I would just say it is not a Web 

site, it is an insurance program. Okay? 
Mr. YOUNG. Okay. 
Ms. TAVENNER. And sometimes I think we think it is like a 

Web site. 
Mr. YOUNG. Right. 
Ms. TAVENNER. Web site just, like, looks at things. 
Mr. YOUNG. Right. 
Ms. TAVENNER. This is a complicated program tied to 34 

States, including very individualized Medicaid programs. People 
need to understand. 

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you, Ms. Tavenner. I would like to go back 
to HealthCare.gov, which is the Web site associated with signing 
up for required government-sanctioned health care. And Marvin, 
one of my constituents, writes on behalf of his wife, who was told 
by her insurer that due to health care reform, effective 1/1/14, the 
policy in the name of said citizen has been or will be terminated 
as of January 1, 2014. 

When can she sign up for her health care, Ms. Tavenner? 
Ms. TAVENNER. And does it go on to talk about other policies 

or just says she is cancelled and that is it? 
Mr. YOUNG. It goes on to say she is cancelled. 
Ms. TAVENNER. She is eligible and she can sign up for a new 

plan—— 
Mr. YOUNG. She needs to sign up through the Web site. 
Ms. TAVENNER. She can sign up through the Web site or she 

can go to that individual issuer. 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Time has expired. 
Mr. Becerra. 
Mr. BECERRA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Tavenner, thank you very much. Appreciate you being here. 

And I think it has become very clear, and I hope that in all the 
hearings that take place further that we understand that we have 
to work together, because it is unacceptable to have an important 
part of the health insurance program, this Web site, not work the 
way it should. 

In fact, let me give you a quick example. There is a gentleman 
from Los Angeles, 34-year-old male, Andrew Stryker, and he had 
been reported in a number of press reports. He waited 3 hours to 
try to get on the Web site and finally had a chance to apply, and 
he says that that was tough. The good news for Mr. Stryker is that 
he is saving $6,000 as a result of being able to apply for the plan. 

So it is unacceptable for anyone to have to wait even 3 hours. 
And even though he says that he would have waited all day given 
the result he got, what we want is for everyone to experience the 
$6,000 savings, maybe not that much, maybe more, but we want 
them to experience savings and to finally have the health security 
that you, every single Member on this committee has when it 
comes to health care. We don’t have to worry about going bankrupt 
if we have to take our child to the doctor or to the hospital. And 
that is what Andrew Stryker now will have. And so let’s fix this 
Web site. Let’s not fixate on the Web site, let’s fix the Web site. 
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Now, if I can have, I will put on the screen the application proc-
ess. 

[Slide] 
Mr. BECERRA. Today if you apply for the Affordable Care Act 

insurance, you have essentially three pages, and the third page is 
really more a signature page than anything else, to apply to get 
onto a health insurance policy, a health insurance plan. 

If we can have the next slide. 
[Slide] 
Mr. BECERRA. This is what the process was before the Afford-

able Care Act. You had some 12, 13 pages that you would have to 
fill out, many of them asking all sorts of very personal questions, 
very deep medical probing that was done, from strep throat, aller-
gies, if you have ever suffered that, acne, all the way of course to 
whether you had cancer, heart disease. You could even be asked if 
you had learning disabilities. 

Now, can you explain why it is that all of a sudden we can go 
from a 13-or-so-page application that really probes into your per-
sonal life to one that is only three pages long? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I think as you are well aware, thanks to the 
changes in the Affordable Care Act, there is no longer the pre-
existing denial, everyone is entitled to insurance, which was part 
of the goal. 

The other thing that I will say is people may talk about the Af-
fordable Care Act, or Obamacare, but once you get through that 
and you actually talk to folks about what is going on for them, if 
they had a child with a preexisting condition, most of them had 
issues with insurance, they had to go through this complicated 
process, they like what they are getting now. 

Mr. BECERRA. Yeah. So no longer will I get asked if I have 
heart disease or acne. I can apply and I won’t have to worry about 
what my personal lifestyle is, I will be able to get insurance. And 
this 13-page application is now history for all those folks who go 
ahead and apply through the individual insurance market. So what 
I hope they will do is, again, fix the Web site so we can get to the 
process of giving folks like Andrew Stryker a $6,000 saving. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. 
Mr. BECERRA. Thank you very much. I yield back. 
Chairman CAMP. Mr. Griffin and then Mr. Schock. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you so much for being here. I have heard a lot of good 

things about your work from Leader Cantor, Eric Cantor. So thank 
you for being here, and I wish you well. 

I first wanted to say that as I tried to indicate earlier, it is really 
a false choice to say it is Obamacare or all the things that were 
never fixed in the health care world have to continue. There are 
many different options in between there. I have signed on to legis-
lation that would also deal with preexisting conditions. 

So I just want to make clear to the public, to imply that you have 
to take all of what Obamacare delivers to get to address preexisting 
conditions or you get none of that addressed, that is just not true. 
And we can have that debate. 

I have heard from a lot of Arkansans. I want to read a message 
I got via Web site from a constituent. Her name is Jennifer in Lit-
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tle Rock. She says, quote, ‘‘I am an Arkansas State employee, gov-
ernment worker. We received a newsletter from the Employee Ben-
efits Division during open enrollment. Our insurance covers less 
now and costs more. It says, ‘These changes were made to more 
closely align the plans with the Affordable Care Act.’ ’’ And in an-
other sentence, quote, ‘‘Because of this, the value of the plans were 
lowered to be more in line with the law,’’ end quote. ‘‘I am quite 
disgusted. Just because the Federal Government is starting a 
health insurance marketplace doesn’t mean that my coverage needs 
to change, but it has, and it has changed for the worse. If you need 
a copy of this newsletter, please let me know. Thank you for work-
ing on this problem.’’ I have a copy of the newsletter here. 

So there are a lot of people that tell that story, and I have pages 
of it. Yes, there are people that are getting covered because of pre-
existing conditions. My point is, you don’t have to do it this way. 
And that is why a lot of us continue to have a problem with the 
law. Yes, we have voted 43 times or so, but what the talking points 
don’t tell you is seven of those votes became law because the Presi-
dent agreed to those things. So the idea that we have had the same 
exact vote 44 times is talking point nonsense. 

But I guess what I would ask you is, are these increased pre-
miums and increased copays, is that just the cost of providing more 
access to health care? What do I say to people who ask, why am 
I paying more? Do I just tell them, hey, that is a tax? We didn’t 
call it a tax, but that is a tax you got to pay so that more folks 
have access. Is that fair? Is that what it is really? 

Ms. TAVENNER. What I would say to those folks is it is going 
to depend on their individual, you know, situation, because if they 
are in a group market where they already had group employer- 
sponsored insurance, that is a different situation. If they are in an 
individual market, what you can say to them now is they now have 
access to health care and they now have a competitive market. 

Mr. GRIFFIN. So if you are paying—— 
Chairman CAMP. All right. Time has expired. 
Mr. Schock. 
Mr. GRIFFIN. I appreciate you. Thank you. 
Mr. SCHOCK. Thank you. With all this discussion about Web 

sites that don’t work, let’s talk about a Web site that does. On 
WhiteHouse.gov right now, if you go to WhiteHouse.gov, ‘‘Health 
Insurance Reform Reality Check.’’ Headline: You can keep your 
health insurance if you like it. Currently on the Web site. Linda 
Douglass of the White House Office of Health Reform debunks the 
myth that reform will force you out of your insurance plan if you 
like it, force you to change doctors, period. To the contrary, reform 
will expand your choices, not eliminate them. 

WhiteHouse.gov then cites three sources to substantiate their 
claim. One of them is a blog post by Linda Douglass, one of them 
is a video of a press conference that the President gave in July, and 
one of them is a teletownhall hosted by AARP. And if you click on 
them, interestingly, the first question that the President was asked 
at the teletownhall came from a woman named Margaret in Gree-
ley, Colorado, and she says, ‘‘Mr. President, I have heard I could 
lose the health insurance that I have currently.’’ And the President 
says to that question, and I am quoting: ‘‘Here is a guarantee that 
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I have made: If you have insurance that you like, then you will be 
able to keep that insurance, period.’’ That is on WhiteHouse.gov 
Web site today. ‘‘Reality Check,’’ is their headline, ‘‘on Health In-
surance Reform.’’ 

Let me tell you, Ms. Tavenner, the reality check that millions of 
Americans in my district are getting. Michelle York from Triple 
Digit Trucking in Jacksonville, Illinois, just sent me this letter 
today, and it is from Blue Cross Blue Shield. ‘‘All plans must be 
compliant with the new health care law. Therefore, Blue Cross 
Blue Shield health insurance plan that you currently have now will 
no longer be available after December 31. Your premiums will go 
from $474 to $865, effective January 1, a nearly 100 percent in-
crease.’’ 

She writes to me, Ms. Tavenner, ‘‘I do not understand how my 
current policy can legally be cancelled since I am already doing 
what I am supposed to do.’’ What am I supposed to say to Ms. York 
in Jacksonville, Illinois? 

Ms. TAVENNER. The first thing I would do is I would encourage 
her to go talk to the Web site or go to the call center and see what 
is available in the market. 

Mr. SCHOCK. So wait a minute. She is told by the President, 
the WhiteHouse.gov today says if you have health insurance that 
you like, you will be able to keep it. She has health insurance that 
she likes, she has been paying her premiums, she wants to keep 
it, but she can’t. Isn’t that a lie? 

Ms. TAVENNER. You know, there has always been the issue 
where issuers had the ability to stop offering a policy or change a 
policy. 

Mr. SCHOCK. No, this is the not the issuers wanting to stop to 
offer a policy. The issuer is saying we are being mandated that we 
can’t continue to offer this policy. It is a yes-or-no question. The 
WhiteHouse.gov Web site says if you want to keep the health in-
surance that you have got, you can keep it, and now they are being 
told they can’t. That is a lie. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Those issuers were grandfathered in, in 2010, 
and they are choosing to make a different decision now. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. 
Mr. Kind. 
Mr. KIND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Tavenner, thank you so much for your patience and your in-

dulgence here today. Let me ask you to end on a high note, shall 
we speak. I think all the questions surrounding the ACA Web site 
have been asked and answered and exhausted. I know Secretary 
Sebelius will be here again tomorrow answering a lot of the same 
questions you just had. But really the key to all this, what we are 
trying to do is make sure that all Americans have access to quality 
affordable health care coverage in their life, period. There may be 
different ways of doing it and that, but the real key is affordable. 
What can we do to help bend the cost curve within the health care 
system so it is more affordable for all Americans. 

Cost containment. You have been given a lot of tools under the 
Affordable Care Act for cost containment, trying to get better value, 
good quality of care at a much better price. What are you seeing 
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out there right now in that regard and whether or not it is sustain-
able in the future? 

Ms. TAVENNER. That is a great question. What we have seen 
in our early work with the Innovation Center, and obviously chiefly 
targeted at the Medicare population, is the more we tie quality and 
outcomes to payment, the better results we are getting for the indi-
vidual and the lower the cost trend. We have had probably 3 years 
of the lowest cost trend in Medicare that we have seen in the last 
50 years. That doesn’t mean that we don’t have to keep fighting it 
every day. We also work with issuers on the private side so that 
they align their quality programs and their indicators the same as 
we so that the trend is just not a Medicare trend, it is across the 
entire environment. 

Early success encouraging; a lot of work to do. 
Mr. KIND. Yeah. I see recent data just came out about per-bene-

ficiary costs for Medicare being revised downward yet again, and 
really that is going to be the key to our long-term unfunded liabil-
ities that we are facing that are driving these budget deficits, these 
rising health care costs. I think there is a lot that is going. 

And, Mr. Chairman, I would respectfully recommend that at 
some future hearing we call Ms. Tavenner back, mainly focused on 
cost containment within the health care system, so we can delve 
into it in greater detail. I yield back. 

Chairman CAMP. I am sure she will be anxious to come back. 
We have two more, Mr. Reed and then Mr. Kelly. 
Mr. Reed. 
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thank you, Ms. Tavenner. And we have worked together be-

fore, and I appreciate that relationship. And you have dem-
onstrated to me in that relationship in those prior dealings a very 
high level of competence. And I have been listening to your testi-
mony today, and I really want to focus on my oversight responsibil-
ities on this committee. 

You had indicated to Mr. Buchanan, Ms. Tavenner, that you 
were not aware prior to October 1 of any problems with the Web 
site. Did I misinterpret your response to Mr. Buchanan’s question? 

Ms. TAVENNER. No. We had tested the Web site and we were 
comfortable with its performance. Now, like I said, we knew all 
along that there would be, as with any new Web site, some indi-
vidual glitches we would have to work out. But the volume issue 
and the creation of account issues was not anticipated and obvi-
ously took us by surprise and did not show up in testing. 

Mr. REED. So that didn’t show up in testing. So when I read the 
New York Times article that talked about confidential progress re-
ports from Health and Human Services Department showing senior 
officials repeatedly expressed doubts that the computer systems for 
the Federal exchange would be ready on time, blaming delayed reg-
ulations, a lack of resources, and other factors, is that New York 
Times report inaccurate? 

Ms. TAVENNER. We were working in a compressed time frame 
for sure, but how we chose to resolve some of that is some of the 
things that we delayed, the programs that we delayed, which I 
have been through, SHOP, Medicare account, transfer, Spanish, 
there were three or four programs that we said, okay, we will not 
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be able to adequately test those. We went through testing on the 
remainder of the Web site. We also had independent validation. 
Obviously your initial testing, you find areas, you correct them, you 
improve, but we went through the testing process. 

Mr. REED. And I appreciate that. So you made some determina-
tions to delay and suspend some of the programs. 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. 
Mr. REED. And then you had mentioned that you had done that 

through a group decision-making process. And then there were 
some question as to who was involved in that group decision-mak-
ing process, and you were very hesitant to give any names involved 
in that group. Do you know the names of the people that were in-
volved in that group? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So the program delay recommendations were 
CMS. We made those recommendations to the Secretary in Sep-
tember. And I think I indicated—— 

Mr. REED. And then did she unilaterally make that decision to 
delay it or did she inform the White House of any indication—— 

Ms. TAVENNER. So I informed White House staff, I informed 
the Secretary of our decisions, and they supported it. 

Mr. REED. Perfect. So who on the White House staff did you in-
form? 

Ms. TAVENNER. I would be glad to get you that information. 
Mr. REED. Why can’t you give me that information? 
Ms. TAVENNER. I am just saying it was staff within the White 

House. I am happy to get you that information. I just want to give 
you accurate—— 

Mr. REED. You don’t know the name of the staff member? As 
you sit here today, you don’t know the name of the staff member 
you directed that to? 

Ms. TAVENNER. So I was talking to several staff. I am happy 
to get you that list. 

Mr. REED. Why can’t you tell me that name here? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Because I would want to give you the entire 

list, I would want to give the date, I would want to give you correct 
information. I think that is appropriate, Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. 
Mr. Kelly. 
Mr. KELLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Ms. Tavenner, thanks for being here. I know you have a great 

deal of experience in the private sector. You have done things. And 
I know we have had a lot of talk about how it is not working, but 
this failure to launch is really troubling to me, and it is all about 
the process. So my question, who is in charge of this? Was it you? 

Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. I am in charge of the program. 
Mr. KELLY. All right. So there is a little saying out there, you 

have got to inspect what you expect. Were there any expectations 
at all? Because we keep hearing that we just didn’t expect this 
level, we didn’t expect this level of volume. It is incredible for me 
to sit back and understand that that is possibly the case. 

I think this was designed for failure from the beginning, and I 
tell you why I think that. It was never achieved to achieve success. 
It just wasn’t. And if you are telling me the process, the bid proc-
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ess, the people that got the final bid to build this site, there is no 
bid process, right? 

Ms. TAVENNER. There was a bid process, yes. 
Mr. KELLY. All right. So they competed against other people to 

get this bid? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes. 
Mr. KELLY. All right. Is there a performance bond included in 

that? 
Ms. TAVENNER. Yes, I am sure there is, but I need to check on 

that. 
Mr. KELLY. Okay. Well, I want to get an answer to that, be-

cause to my knowledge there was absolutely no performance bond. 
Ms. TAVENNER. And I am not the contracting specialist. 
Mr. KELLY. No, no, no, no, no. Well, but you are in charge of 

it. You have got to have oversight. And I am deeply disturbed that 
we are talking about a site that started off with an expectation of 
cost. It has gone way off the charts, and there is no concern about 
that. Right? This is not about health care. This is about a Web site 
that from the very beginning, after 3 years and all this investment, 
we still can’t get up and onto it. And if I asked you a question, who 
is in charge, and you say you are, I am expecting to get answers 
from you as to who actually was there, how did these people get 
the bid, were they held accountable for their lack of performance, 
and is there a performance bond in there that allows the American 
people to recover some of their money, because not one penny came 
from the government, it came out of taxpayers’ pockets. 

Ms. TAVENNER. So I am happy to get you that information. 
Mr. KELLY. Well, I got to tell you, and again, this has nothing 

to do with you. These cost overruns are off the chart, and the idea 
that somehow there is an answer in the future is unacceptable. We 
have driven the gap between what the American people expect, and 
what they expect do now expect is so little from the government. 

You know, my little town of Butler, Pennsylvania, they had a bid 
for police cars. Do you know part of that bid was a 10 percent bid 
bond, performance bond that was included? I can’t understand how 
a little town that has a $7.8 or $7.9 million budget can ask for 
those types of guarantees from bidders, responsible bidders, and 
the United States Government cannot. 

And the cost of this, if it is actually true, and I want to get to 
the bottom of it, if it really started off and you expected somewhere 
around $100 million to be spent, and it is now up over $600 million 
and that doesn’t include any of the other rollout costs, can we actu-
ally sit here and talk to the American people with any degree of 
confidence and saying, we have got your best interests at heart 
here. We have also got your wallets, and we are going to drain 
them. 

This is an absolute incredible, incredible lack of efficiency and re-
sponsibility on behalf of the administration, and it doesn’t surprise 
me. This is the way they operate with every single thing. And I 
can’t believe that everybody is finding this out because of what 
they read in the newspaper. If you read the model, if you had the 
model, if you had the tests going, you couldn’t possibly sit here 
today and say it is going exactly the way we expected. 

Chairman CAMP. All right. Thank you. Time has expired. 
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As a reminder, any member wishing to submit a question for the 
record will have 14 days to do so. And if any members submit ques-
tions at this hearing, I would ask that the administrator respond 
in writing in a timely manner. 

Chairman CAMP. Again, I want to thank Administrator 
Tavenner for her testimony today, and appreciate your continued 
assistance as we answer some of the questions that were raised at 
this hearing. And I appreciate your offer of regular updates as we 
move forward. 

With that, this committee is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 12:56 p.m., the committee was adjourned.] 
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